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Labour Force Survey Q2 2020 

LFS_BH_CATICAPI 
The following questions will begin and end the LFS interview in CAPI and CATI modes. 

The following data will be required for all follow‐up interviews: 

• Name of contact person 

• Telephone number of contact person 

• Address of household 

• Date of last interview 

• Wave 

 

Only answer this question if MODE Contains Any 1 Computer assisted personal interview or 2 Computer assisted 
telephone Interview 
 
Wave = (2,3,4, or 5) 

 
C02 Hello, I'm calling from the Central Statistics Office. My name is … 

May I speak with {{contact name}}? 

 Speaking/Available 

 Not available or No longer a household member 

 Wrong number 

 

• Mode 

MODE This is supplied by Blaise 

Note: Interviewer completed question on the survey's mode 

Computer assisted personal interview 

Computer assisted telephone interview 
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Only answer this question if (C02 Contains Any 1 Speaking/Available) And (MODE Contains Any 1 Computer 
assisted personal interview or 2 Computer assisted telephone interview) 
 
Wave = (2,3,4 or 5) 
 

C03  

I'm calling regarding the Labour Force Survey. Our office carried out an interview with your household on {{date of 

previous interview}}. You may remember that at that interview your household kindly agreed to allow us to call to 

carry out a short follow up interview. May I continue with the follow up interview now? 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if (MODE Contains Any 1 Computer assisted personal interview or 2 Computer assisted 
telephone interview) And (C02 Contains Any 2 Not available or No longer a household member) 
 
Wave = (2,3,4 or 5) 

 
C04  

Could I speak with another adult member of the household? 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if (MODE Contains Any 1 Computer assisted personal interview or 2 Computer assisted 
telephone interview) And (C04 Contains Any 1 Yes) 
 
Wave = (2,3,4 or 5) 

 
C05  

Hello, my name is ...I'm calling regarding the Labour Force Survey. Our office carried out an interview with your 

household on {{date of previous interview}}. At that interview your household kindly agreed to allow us to call to 

carry out a short follow up interview. May I continue with the follow up interview now? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if ((C02 Contains Any 1 Speaking/Available) Or (C03 Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (C05 
Contains Any 1 Yes)) And (MODE Contains Any 1 Computer assisted personal interview or 2 Computer assisted 
telephone interview) 
 
Wave = (2,3,4 or 5) 
 

C06  

I would like to confirm your address. Are you still living at {{household address}}? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Respondent never lived here 

Only answer this question if C06 Contains Any 2 No 

C07 Does anyone who was living with you at that address still live there? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Don't know 

Only answer this question if C07 Contains Any 1 Yes 

C08 Could you provide me with the current telephone number for that address? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if C08 Contains Any 1 Yes 

C09 Interviewer: Enter telephone number 
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Only answer this question if (C02 Contains Any 3 Wrong number) Or (C06 Contains Any 3 Respondent never lived 

here) 

C10 I would like to make sure I've dialled the right number. Is this {{telephone number}}? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Don't know 

Only answer this question if MODE Contains Any 1 Computer assisted personal interview  
 
Wave 1 or New Household = 1 

 
C11  

Hello, my name is ..... I am from the Central Statistics Office. I am carrying out the Labour Force Survey which is the 

official measure of employment and unemployment in Ireland. Your house has been selected as representing this 

area. The interview will take approximately 15 minutes, depending on how many adults live in the house. Is it 

convenient for me to carry out the interview now? 

Note: Do not read out if respondent has already agreed to participate. Just press 1. 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if ((MODE Contains Any 1 Computer assisted personal interview) And (C11 Contains 

Any 2 No)) Or ((C03 Contains Any 2 No) Or (C04 Contains Any 2 No) Or (C05 Contains Any 2 No)) 

C12 Would it be more convenient if I called back at another time? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if C11 Contains Any 1 Yes 

C13 Interviewer: Are you sure that you are speaking to a person who is aged 18 or over? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if C13 Contains Any 2 No 

C14 Is there someone aged 18 or over available? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if MODE Contains Any 1 Computer assisted personal interview and (Wave=1 or 
New_Household =1)  

 
C15 May I confirm that I have the correct postal address for your household? 

 Yes ‐ the address is correct 

 No ‐ the address needs to be amended 

Only answer this question if C15 Contains Any 2 No - the address needs to be amended  
 

C16 Can you give me your correct address please? 

Blaise: Display data entry field to complete new address 

Blaise: Allow DK/RF 

Correct address 
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Only answer this question if No suitable member is available for interview 

C17 Thank you 

Note: Press 1 to exit 

 Exit 

 

LFS_BH_HouseDetails 
 

 

 
 

Sex_DIR         Interviewer: Please enter {{name}}'s gender? 

 Male 

 Female 

Name_Dir 

       
May I ask you your first name please? 

Surname_Dir 

     
May I ask you for your surname? 
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LFS_BH_Individual 

Name 

Could you tell me the name and date of birth of the other people living in this household? Can you give me their 

first name please? 

Interviewer: Please identify the person by keying in their first name. 

 

 

DOB_Dir 
       

Could you tell me your date of birth {{DD‐MM‐YYYY}}? 
 

Interviewer: If the respondent does not know the date of birth, please press 'Enter' and then you enter age 

instead. 

Age_Dir 

     Could you tell me your age? 

NoPers 
        

Including you, how many people live in this household? 

Surname 

  
May I ask you for {{name}}'s surname? 
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Sex 

May I ask you for {{name}}'s gender? 

 Male 

 Female 

 
Only answer this question if Wave 2 - 5 and previous interview. For Wave 1 or New Household it is automatically 

inputted. 

Present         Could you tell me if {{name}} is still living in this household? 

Interviewer: Read each name and complete the PRESENT question. 

 Present, the person is resident in the household at the time of the interview or has returned 

 Gone, the person no longer lives here 

 Deceased, the person is now deceased 

 

 

 

 

 

DOB 
           

Could you tell me {{name}}'s date of birth? {{DD‐MM‐YYYY}} 

Interviewer: If the respondent does not know the date of birth, press 'Enter' and then you can enter age instead. 

Age 
     Could you tell me {{name}}'s age?  
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AddNewPers 

 Is there anyone else now living in this household who was not living here at the time of the last interview? 

 Yes 

 No 
 

 

LFS_BaskRel 

Only answer this question if Wave 1 or new person. Prefilled for wave 2-5 

R   

 
I would now like to ask how the people in your household are related to each other. 

Rows  

1 Spouse 

2 Cohabitee 

3 Son/daughter (incl. adopted) 

4 Step_son/daughter 

5 Foster child 

6 Son‐in‐law/daughter‐in‐law 

7 Parent/guardian 

8 Step‐parent 

9 Foster parent 

10 Parent‐in‐law 

11 Brother/sister (inlc.adopted) 

12 Step‐brother/sister 

13 Foster brother/sister 

14 Brother/sister‐in‐law 

15 Grand‐child 

16 Grand‐parent 

17 Other relative 

18 Other non‐relative 

Columns  

1 R 

2 CO0001 
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LFS_BemigrantDetails 
Only answer this question if Only answer this question if Wave 1 or NewHousehold 

LIVPREV      Did anyone else live at this address within the last 12 months, that is since {{LivPrevDate}}, that now 

lives somewhere else? 

 Yes 

 No 

3 CO0002 

4 CO0003 

5 CO0004 

6 CO0005 

7 CO006 

8 CO007 

9 CO0008 

10 CO0009 

11 CO0010 

12 CO0011 

13 CO0012 

14 CO0013 

15 CO0014 

16 CO0015 

17 CO0016 

18 CO0017 

19 CO0018 

20 CO0019 

21 CO0020 

22 CO0021 

23 CO0022 

24 CO0023 

25 CO0024 
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Only answer this question if LIVPREV Contains Any 1 Yes  

LIVPSEX        What gender was {{that}} Person {{1...n}}? 

 Male 

 Female 

 
 

Only answer this question if LIVPREV Contains Any 1 Yes 

LIVPNATIONAL      What was the country of citizenship of {{that}} Person {{1...n}}? 

 Country of main citizenship (SCL GEO code) 

 Stateless 

 Not stated 

 Not applicable 

  

Only answer this question if LIVPREV Contains Any 1 Yes 

LIVPAGE 
 

What age was {{that}} Person {{1...n}}? 
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Only answer this question if LIVPREV Contains Any 1 Yes 

LivPWhere        Where did they move to? 

 A different address in Republic of Ireland 

 To another country 

Only answer this question if LIVPREV Contains Any 1 Yes 

LIVMONTH     In what month did {{that}} person {{1..n}} leave?      

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 
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Only answer this question if LivPWhere Contains Any 2 To another country 

LIVPCTRY     What country did they move to? 

Note: Press backspace and enter the 1st few letters of the country that the respondent answers. A search option 

will allow you to select the country name 

 List of countries 

Only answer this question if LivPWhere Contains Any 2 To another country 

LIVPCTRYT       How long do they intend to live abroad in total? 

 Less than 12 months 

 12 months or more 

 Don't know 

LFS_BH_WhenGone 
Only answer this question if Present Contains Any 2 Gone, the person no longer lives 

here Previous_interview = Yes and Wave in [2,3,4,5]  

 

WHENGONE     In what month did {{name}} leave the household? 

 Interview month ‐3 

 Interview month ‐2 

 Interview month ‐1 

 Interview month 

 Don't know 
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Only answer this question if WHENGONE Not Empty 

Previous_interview = Yes and Wave in [2,3,4,5]  

 

WHERGONE      Does {{name}} live in the Republic of Ireland now? 

Note: Record persons temporarily unavailable as non‐contact 

 Yes 

 No 

 Don't know 

 Non contact 

 

Only answer this question if WHERGONE Contains Any 2 No 

LivGCtryT        How long does {{name}} intend to live abroad in total? 

 Less than 12 months 

 12 months or more 

 Don't know 

Only answer this question if WHERGONE Contains Any 2 No 

GoneCtry 
       

   

And do you know in which country? 
 
Interviewer: Hit backspace to look up code for country 
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LFS_BP_Inddetails 

Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and previous interview 

DBConfirm    Could you confirm that your date of birth is {{date}}? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and previous interview 

AgeConfirm Could you confirm that your age is {{age}}? 

 Yes 

 No 

 
 

Only answer this question if DBConfirm = No 

NewDB Could you tell me your date of birth? 
      

Only answer this question if AgeConfirm = No 

NewAge 
    Could you tell me your age? 
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Only answer this question if Wave 1 or New Household or new member of household 

MARSTAT       Which of the following categories describes your current marital status? 

 Single, that is never married or in a civil partnership 

 Married 

 In a civil partnership 

 Separated 

 Divorced 

 Widowed 

 In a civil partnership but separated from civil partner 

 Formerly a civil partner, the civil partnership now legally dissolved 

 A surviving civil partner: his/her partner having since died. 

Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and previous interview and previous interview IrishNat=2 (No) 

IrishNatConfirm    At the last interview we recorded that you were a non‐Irish citizen. Has that changed? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if Wave 1 or New Household or new member of household 

IrishNat     Are you an Irish citizen? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if Wave 1 or New Household or new member of household 

Born_Irl    Were you born in the Republic of Ireland? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if Born_Irl Contains Any 1 Yes 

Allresid     Other than holidays or short visits abroad, have you always lived in the Republic of Ireland? 

Interviewer: Short visits abroad are less than 12 months. 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if IrishNat Contains Any 2 No 

National       What is your country of citizenship?      

Note: Press Backspace to code Country. 

LFS Nationality listing for 2017 
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Only answer this question if (Born_Irl Contains Any 2 No) Or (Allresid Contains Any 2 No) 

YeaResid 

Other than holidays or short visits abroad, since which year have you been living in the Republic of Ireland 

continuously? 

Interviewer: Short visits abroad are less than 12 months. 

 
 

Only answer this question if Wave 1 or New Household or new member of household and resident in Ireland 

less than 6 years 

MonResid And could you tell me which month? 

Blaise: Insert correct month 

 January 

 February 

 March 

 April 

 May 

 June 

 July 

 August 

 September 

 October 

 November 

 December 
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Only answer this question if YeaResid in last 12 months 

PrevCountry   What country did you live in previously?     

Note: Interviewer: Press Backspace to code Country. 

Only answer this question if YeaResid is within the last 12 months 

TotStay 
   

How long do you intend to stay in the Republic of Ireland in total? 
         

Only answer this question if Born_Irl Contains Any 2 No 

CountryB_Wher In which country were you born?    

Blaise: Use LFS list of countries 

LFS list of countries 
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Only answer this question if Wave 1 or new household. Use a flag and if Parent is already listed in household use 

their country of Birth and fill this field. 

Wave 2 - 5 As we collect the details prefill if already in previous interview. 

If parents are same sex then list one parent here. 

In Q1 2020 only Wave 1 asked. Each quarter a new wave will be added up to 2021 Q1 when all 5 waves will be 

collected. 

CountryBParent1      In which country was your father born? 

Note: If both parents are same sex then list one parent here. 

 

 

Only answer this question if CountryB_Wher Equal to UK 

Born_UK Were you born in ...?     

Northern Ireland 

Scotland 

Wales 

England 

Isle of Man 

Jersey 

Guernsey 
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Only answer this question if Wave 1 or new household. Use a flag and if Parent is already listed in household use 

their country of Birth and fill this field. 

Wave 2 - 5 As we collect the details prefill if already in previous interview. 

If parents are same sex then list one parent here. 

In Q1 2020 only Wave 1 asked. Each quarter a new wave will be added up to 2021 Q1 when all 5 waves will be 

collected. 

CountryBParent2       In which country was your mother born? 

Note: If both parents are same sex then list one parent here. 

 

Only answer this question if Age greater than or equal to 15 

MainStat Which of these categories best describes your situation in the week ending Sunday {{refweek}}? 

Interviewer: This question relates to the respondents usual employment situation. If on maternity leave, unpaid 

leave, holidays or other leave from a job, code 1. 

 Working for payment or profit 

 Looking for first regular job 

 Unemployed 

 A student or pupil 

 Retired from employment 

 Unable to work due to permanent sickness or disability 

 Looking after home or family 

 Other 
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LFS_BP_Migration 

Only answer this question if Wave = [1,2,3,4,5] 

AddIntend How long do you intend to live at this current address? 

 Less than 3 months 

 At least 3 months and less than 12 months 

 12 months or more 

Only answer this question if AddIntend Contains Any 1 Less than 3 months or 2 At least 3 months and less than 

12 months 

MonMove       When do you intend to move? 

Interviewer: Prompt: Approximately what month? 

 Current interview month 

 Interview month + 1 

 Interview month + 2 

 Interview month + 3 

 

Only answer this question if AddIntend Contains Any 1 Less than 3 months or 2 At least 3 months and less than 

12 months 

WhrMove      Where will you move to? 

 Somewhere in the Republic of Ireland 

 Another country 
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Only answer this question if WhrMove Contains Any 2 Another country  

CntryMove      What country do you expect to be living in? 

Interviewer: Press backspace to code country. 

 List of LFS countries 

Only answer this question if WhrMove Contains Any 2 Another country 

 TotStay2        For how long do you intend to move abroad? 

 Less than 12 months 

 12 months and more 

LFS_BP_LabourStatus 
Only answer this question if Age greater than or equal to 15 

Wstator_Paid 

Did you do any paid work in the seven days ending Sunday {{refweek}}, even if it was just for one hour? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if Wstator_Paid Contains Any 2 No 

Wstator_Away 

Did you have a job or business that you were away from that week but expect to go back to? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if Wstator_Away Contains Any 2 No 

Wstator_Unpaid      Did you do any unpaid work for a business owned by a member of your family? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 2 No 

Wstator_NewJob       Have you got a new job that you are waiting to start? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes 

NoWkReas    What was the main reason that you were away from work that week? 

Note: Read only the question and code the response. If no response then prompt from responses listed below. 

 Bad weather 

 Been laid off temporarily 

 Slack work 

 Off‐season 

 Labour dispute 

 Job related training 

 Ill, injured or had a temporary disability 

 Maternity or paternity leave 

 Parental leave 

 Holidays 

 Working time arrangements or compensation of overtime 

 Leave in lieu 

 Other 
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Only answer this question if NoWkReas Contains Any 6 Attending education or training  

NoWkReasT     Was this education or training ...? 

Interviewer: Code most relevant response. 

 During normal working hours 

 Directly connected to current job 

 Required by employer 

 Non‐work related 

Only answer this question if NoWkReas Contains Any 2 Been laid off temporarily or 3 Slack work or 7 Ill, 

injured or had a temporary disability or 10 Holidays or 13 Waiting to start new job  

ILO_Covid1      Was the absence due to the pandemic Covid 19? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if NoWkReas Contains Any 3 Slack work or 7 Ill, injured or had a temporary disability 

or 10 Holidays or 13 Waiting to start new job 

ILO_Covid2a  

What was the main effect of the Covid‐19 situation that caused you to be away from your employment? 

 Mandatory closure announced by the Government 

 Closure necessary for social distancing measures 

 Business reduced in size 

 Business closed 

 Unable to work due to childcare reasons 

 Unable to work due to other personal reasons 

 Other reason 
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Only answer this question if (NoWkReas Contains Any 2 Been laid off temporarily) And (ILO_Covid1 Contains 

Any 1 Yes) 

ILO_Covid2b 

What was the main effect of the Covid‐19 situation that caused your loss of self‐employed work? 

 Mandatory closures announced by the Government 

 Closure necessary for social distancing measures 

 Business reduced in size 

 Business closed 

 Unable to work due to childcare reasons 

 Unable to work due to other personal reasons Other reason 

 Other reason 

 

Only answer this question if (Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) And (NoWkReas Contains Any 1 Bad weather or 

2 Been laid off temporarily or 3 Slack work or 4 Off-season or 5 Labour dispute or 6 Job related training or 9 

Parental leave or 10 Holidays or 11 Working time arrangements or compensation of overtime or 12 Leave in lieu 

or 13 Waiting to start new job) 

Signisal_duration       How long do you expect to be away from work for in total? 

 Three months or less 

 More than three months 

 Don't know 

 Already back at work 
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Only answer this question if (Signisal_duration Don't Know) Or (Signisal_duration Refused) 

Signisal_DurDontKnow      Can you remember the date that you last worked? 

Interviewer: If respondent does not know the exact date, please try to find out the month and enter the 1st day of 

the month. Only if this is not possible may you use the 'don't know' icon for this question. 

 

Only answer this question if  Signisal_duration Contains Any 2 More than three months or 3 Don't know 

Prefilled with Yes if Signisal_duration =1 or 4 

Signisal_Salary 

During the time that you have been absent from work has your employer continued to pay at least half of your 

salary? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and previous interview and respondent was working in previous quarter 

ChangeJob    Have you changed your job or employer since the last time we interviewed you on {{refdate}}? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (Wstator_Paid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) 
 
Wave 1 or new household or new interviewee. Prefilled with 6 if Wstator_Unpaid =1. Wave 2-5 Post filled if 
ChangeJob = No. 
 

Stapro_Empstat         In this job were you....? 

 Self‐employed with paid employees 

 Self‐employed without paid employees 

 An employee 

 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) 

 On a Community Employment Scheme 

 Unpaid family worker 

Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self-employed with paid employees or 2 Self-

employed without paid employees 

Stapro_Incorp 

Have you set up your business as an incorporated company from which you draw a regular salary as an employee? 

 Yes 

 No 
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LFS_BP_WorkPlaceChar 

Only answer this question if (Wstator_Paid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) Or 
(Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (ChangeJob Contains Any 1 Yes) 
Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 
in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 
3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

 
NACE3D      What is the main activity of the business or organisation where you work? 
 
Interviewer: Please enter a full description. 
Interviewer: If further explanation is needed, read the following. "What does the business mainly make or do?" 
Interviewer: It is extremely important to enter a detailed description for this question. 

 
Inadequate Response 
Cars 
Food 
Software 

Local Authority 
Possible Correct Response 

Repairing cars 

Bread wholesaler 

Software development and support 

Local authority library service 

Detailed description of activity 
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Only answer this question if (Wstator_Paid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) Or 

(Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (ChangeJob Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

  

ISCO4D      What is your occupation in that job? 

Interviewer: Prompt if needed: "What did you mainly do in the business/organisation?" 

Interviewer: Please describe the occupation fully using the full job title. 

Inadequate Response 
Teacher 
Manager 

Engineer 

Possible Correct Response 

Secondary school teacher 

Retail store manager 

Electrical engineer 

 

Only answer this question if (Wstator_Paid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview 

conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or 

(Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

Supervisor     Do you supervise the work of other employees on a regular basis? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (Wstator_Paid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) Or 

(Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 1 Yes) 

 Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview 

conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or 

(Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

  

COUNTRYW       Is your place of work in the Republic of Ireland? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if COUNTRYW Contains Any 1 Yes 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

REGIONW       In which county? 

 Carlow 

 Dublin City 

 South Dublin 

 Fingal 

 Dun Laoghaire‐Rathdown 

 Kildare 

 Kilkenny 

 Laois 

 Longford 

 Louth 

 Meath 

 Offaly 

 Westmeath 

 Wexford 

 Wicklow 

 Clare 

 Cork City 

Cork County 

Kerry 
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Limerick City 

Limerick County 

North Tipperary 

South Tipperary  

Waterford City 

Waterford County 

Galway City 

Galway County 

Leitrim 

Mayo 

Roscommon 

Sligo 

Cavan 

Donegal 

Monaghan 

Dublin (more than one area) 
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Only answer this question if COUNTRYW Contains Any 2 No 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter.If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

Nace3DCountry         Which country is your normal place of work? 

Interviewer: Press backspace to code Country 
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Only answer this question if ((Wstator_Paid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) Or 

(Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 1 Yes)) And (Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐

sponsored employment scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment 

Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker) 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

 

SizeFirm_Number Including you, how many people work for your employer at the place where you work? 

Interviewer: Read question only and then enter response. Respondents should include people who do not work 'on 
site' but are paid by the same employer e.g. sales reps, repair and maintenance teams. 

 1 person 

 2 people 

 3 people 

 4 people 

 5 people 

 6 people 

 7 people 

 8 people 

 9 people 

 10 people 

 11‐19 people 

 20‐49 people 

 50‐99 people 

 100‐249 people 

 250-500 people 

 501 people or more 
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Only answer this question if NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or 

(Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 

Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐employed without paid employees  

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. 

 

Sizefirm_SelfEmp       Including you, how many people do you employ at the business where you work? 

Note: Read question only and then enter response. Respondents should include people who do not work 'on site' 

but are paid by the same employer e.g. sales reps, repaire and maintenance teams. 

 1 person 

 2 people 

 3 people 

 4 people 

 5 people 

 6 people 

 7 people 

 8 people 

 9 people 

 10 people 

 11‐19 people 

 20‐49 people 

 50‐99 people 

 100‐249 people 

 

250‐500 people 

501 people or more 
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Only answer this question if (SizeFirm_Number Don't Know) Or (SizeFirm_Number Refused) Or (Sizefirm_SelfEmp 

Don't Know) Or (Sizefirm_SelfEmp Refused) 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

 

SIZEFIRM_TEN         Could you tell me if more then 10 people are employed there? 

 Yes, more than 10 

 No, 10 persons or less 

 Don’t know 

Only answer this question if (Wstator_Paid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) Or 

(Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 1 Yes) 

 If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and 

Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

HOMEWK 

Thinking about the four weeks ending Sunday {{refweek}}, have you done any work at home for your job? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if HOMEWK Contains Any 1 Yes 

HOMEWK_FREQ        How often did you work at home in those four weeks? 

 At least half of the days worked 

 Less than half of the days worked but for at least one hour 
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Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment 

scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

UNION  

Are you a member of a trade union or staff association that represents it’s members in labour and industrial 

relations issues? 

 Yes 

 No 

LFS_BP_StartWork 

Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment 

scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family 

worker 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

YStartWk_Emp         In what year did you begin working continuously for your current employer? 

 

 

Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

 

YStartWk_Self       In what year did you begin working continuously as a self‐employed person? 
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Only answer this question if Respondent started work in last two years 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview 

conducted in previous quarter. 

MSTARTWK     And could you tell me in which month? 

 January 

 February 

 March 

 April 

 May 

 June 

 July 

 August 

 September 

 October 

 November 

 December 
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Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment 
scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme 

 

If respondent started work in the last 12 months 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview 

conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or 

(Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

 

WAYJFOUN        Did you use SOLAS to get your job? 

 Yes 

 No 

LFS_BP_MainJob 
Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and previous interview and ChangeJob = No 

TEMP_CONFIRM  

At the last interview you stated that your job was {{temporary/permanent}}. Is that still the case? 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment 

scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and Temp_Confirm = response 

and previous interview conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

Temp      Is your job a permanent one or is it temporary in some way? 

 Permanent job 

 Temporary job 
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Only answer this question if Temp Contains Any 2 Temporary job 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and Temp_Confirm = response 

and previous interview conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

 

TEMPREAS        Do you have a temporary job instead of a permanent one because you …? 

 Could not find a permanent job 

 Did not want a permanent job 

 It is a contract for a probationary period 

 It is a contract covering a period of apprenticeship 

 It is a contract covering a period of training other than apprenticeship (trainees, internships, research 

assistants, etc.) 

 Some other reason 
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Only answer this question if Temp Contains Any 2 Temporary job 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and Temp_Confirm = response 

and previous interview conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

TEMPDUR 

Including the months you have already worked, how many months in total do you expect your current job to last? If 

you have a contract that is renewed, please tell me about your current contract. 

Note: Read question only and code answer. 

 Less than one month 

 1 to 3 months 

 4 to 6 months 

 7 to 12 months 

 13 to 18 months 

 19 to 24 months 

 25 to 36 months 

 More than 3 years 

 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment 

scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5] question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob =No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter.  If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

TEMPAGCY Do you have a contract with an employment agency that placed you in your current job and pays 

your salary? 

 Yes 

 No 
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LFS_BP_ATypWork 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment 

scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 

3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

SHIFTWK Do you ever work shift work in your job? 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not 

Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

EVENWK        Do you ever work in the evening in your job? 

Note: Work done after the usual hours of working time (9‐6) but before usual sleeping hours. 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if EVENWK Contains Any 1 Yes 

EVENWK_FREQ 

Thinking about the four weeks ending Sunday {{refweek}}, how much of the time you worked in your job was in the 

evening? 

 At least half of the total time worked 

 Less than half of the total time worked 

 None of the time worked 
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Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not 

Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

NIGHTWK       Do you ever work at night in your job, including the hours between midnight and 5am? 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if NIGHTWK Contains Any 1 Yes 

NIGHTWK_FREQ  

Thinking about the 4 weeks ending Sunday {{refweek}}, how much of the time you worked in your job was at 

night? 

 At least half of the total time worked 

 Less than half of the total time worked 

 None of the time worked 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not 

Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

SATWK       Do you ever work on a Saturday in your job? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if SATWK Contains Any 1 Yes 

SATWK_FREQ     

Thinking about the 4 weeks ending Sunday {{refweek}}, how many Saturdays did you work in your job? 

 Two or more 

 One 

 None 

Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not 

Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

SUNWK       Do you ever work on a Sunday in your job? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if SUNWK Contains Any 1 Yes 

SUNWK_FREQ   

Thinking about the 4 weeks ending Sunday {{refweek}}, how many Sundays did you work in your job? 

 Two or more 

 One 

 None 
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LFS_BP_WorkHours 
Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and ChangeJob = No and interview in previous quarter and 

HwUsual_previous ne blank. 

 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and 

Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

HWUSUAL_CONFIRM 

At the last interview you said that you usually worked {{hours}} hours from the previous interview in your main job. 

Is this still correct? 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not 

Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview conducted 

in previous quarter and HwUsual_Confirm=Yes. 

 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and 

Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

HwUsual 

How many hours per week do you usually work in your main job? Please do not include the time you spend on lunch 

breaks but do include any regular overtime that you are expected to work. 

Interviewer: ………….Enter hours 00‐98 

Interviewer: 00=‘Hours vary – Can’t give usual hours’ 
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Only answer this question if ((Wstator_Paid Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 1 Yes)) Or 

((Wstator_Away Contains Any 1 Yes) And (NoWkReasT Contains Any 1 During normal working hours or 2 Directly 

connected to current job or 3 Required by employer)) 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

HWACTUAL 

How many hours did you actually work at this job in the week ending Sunday {{refweek}}? Please don’t include 

lunch breaks, but do include any work you did for the job at home. 

Note: ……..Enter hours 01‐98 

Note: Exclude paid annual or public holiday and paid absences due to illness. If more than 98 hours, enter 98. 

 
Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and ChangeJob = No and previous interview and FTPT not equal to blank.  

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and 

Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

FTPT_CONFIRM 

At the last interview you said that you worked {{fulltime/partime}}. Is this still the case? 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not 

Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and previous interview 

conducted in previous quarter and FTPT_Confirm=Yes. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

FTPT         Do you work full‐time or part‐time in this job? 

 Full‐time 

 Part‐time 
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Only answer this question if FTPT Contains Any 2 Part‐time 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and FTPT_Confirm = Yes and 

previous interview conducted in previous quarter.  If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

  

FTPTREAS        What is the main reason you work part‐time in this job? 

Note: Read the options below. If reason is not listed then enter that reason. 

 Studying or training 

 Illness or disability 

 Looking after children or adults needing care 

 Other personal or family reasons 

 Could not find a full‐time job 

 Another reason 

 
 

Only answer this question if FTPTREAS Contains Any 6 Another reason 

FTPTREASOTH 
  

Please enter the other reason 
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Only answer this question if FTPTREAS Contains Any 3 Looking after children or adults needing care 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and FTPT_Confirm = response 

and FTPTREAS_prev = 3 and previous interview conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and 

((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this 

question is not asked.  

NEEDCARE_PT        Are you working part‐time because: 

Note: Multiple answers may apply 

Select all that apply 

 Suitable childcare is not available or is too expensive 

 Suitable care for adults is not available or is too expensive 

 None of the above 
 

 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment 

scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

HWOVERP       How many hours of paid overtime did you work in the week ending Sunday {{refweek}}? 
 

 
Only answer this question if (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or 

(Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked. 

HWOVERPU      How many hours of unpaid overtime did you work in the week ending Sunday {{refweek}}? 
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Only answer this question if HwActual is greater than HwUsual 

HOURREAS_MORE What was the reason you worked more hours than usual in that week? 

 Job has variable hours/flexitime 

 Overtime 

 Other reason 

 As a result of Covid‐19 
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Only answer this question if HwActual is less than value of HwUsual 

HOURREAS_LESS       What was the main reason you worked fewer hours than usual in that week? 

Note: Read question only and code answer. 

 Job has variable hours/flexitime 

 Bad weather 

 Slack work/short‐time 

 Labour dispute 

 Education or training 

 Own illness, injury or temporary disability 

 Maternity leave or paternity leave or parental leave 

 Other leave for personal or family reasons 

 Took holidays 

 Bank Holiday/public holiday 

 Start/Change of job in that week 

 Job ended in that week 

 Other reason 

 As a result of Covid‐19 
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LFS_BP_SecondJob 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not 

Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked. 

EXIST2J  

In the seven days ending Sunday {{refweek}} did you do any other paid work or have any other paid job or business 

in addition to the one you have just told me about? 

 Yes 

 No 

 
Only answer this question if EXIST2J Contains Any 2 No  

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

EXIST2JA 

In the seven days ending Sunday {{refweek}} did you do any other unpaid work for a business owned by a member 

of your family in addition to the work you have just told me about? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (EXIST2J Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (EXIST2JA Contains Any 1 Yes). If (NoWkReas = 2 and 

((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this 

question is not asked.  

EXIST2J_CONFIRM      At the last interview we recorded that you had a second job as a {{occupation}}? Is this still 

correct? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (EXIST2J Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (EXIST2JA Contains Any 1 Yes) 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

EXIST2J_CHGJOB        May I just check if that was because you changed jobs during that week? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if ((EXIST2J Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (EXIST2JA Contains Any 1 Yes)) And 

(EXIST2J_CHGJOB Contains Any 2 No) Or (EXIST2J_CONFIRM Contains Any 2 No) 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if Exist2j_ChgJob = No and Exist2J_Confirm = 

response and previous interview conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

STAPRO2J   In this job were you .....? 

 Self‐employed with paid employees 

 Self‐employed without paid employees 

 An employee 

 Working on a family farm or business without getting paid 

 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) 

 On a Community Employment Scheme 
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Only answer this question if STAPRO2J Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐employed 

without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 Working on a family farm or business without getting paid or 5 On 

a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 6 On a Community 

Employment Scheme 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if Exist2j_ChgJob = No and Exist2J_Confirm = 

response and previous interview conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

NACE2J2D      What is the main activity of the business or organisation where you work? 

Interviewer: Please enter a full description. 

Interviewer: If further explanation is needed, read the following. "What does the business mainly make or do?" 

Interviewer: It is extremely important to enter a detailed description for this question. 

Inadequate Response 
Cars 
Food 
Software 

Local Authority 
Possible Correct Response 

Repairing cars 

Bread wholesaler 

Software development and support 

Local authority library service 
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Only answer this question if STAPRO2J Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐employed 

without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 Working on a family farm or business without getting paid or 5 On 

a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 6 On a Community 

Employment Scheme 

 

Waves [2,3,4,5} question is prefilled with previous interview if ChangeJob = No and Exist2J_Confirm = response 

and previous interview conducted in previous quarter. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

ISCO2J4D         What was your occupation in that job? 

Interviewer: Prompt if needed: "What did you mainly do in the business/organisation?" 

Interviewer: Please describe the occupation fully using the full job title. 

Inadequate Response 
Teacher 
Manager 

Engineer 

Possible Correct Response 

Secondary school teacher 

Retail store manager 

Electrical engineer 

 
 

Only answer this question if  (EXIST2J Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (EXIST2JA Contains Any 1 Yes) And 

(EXIST2J_CHGJOB Contains Any 2 No) 

HWActua2 

How many hours did you actually work at this job in the week ending Sunday {{refweek}}? Please don't include 

lunch breaks, but do include any work you did for the job at home. 

Note: ……..Enter hours 01‐98 

Note: Exclude paid annual or public holiday and paid absences due to illness. If more than 98 hours, enter 98. 
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LFS_BP_WishHours 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐

employed without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not 

Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme or 6 Unpaid family worker 

If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked.  

WISHMORE       Would you like to work more hours for more pay? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if WISHMORE Contains Any 2 No 

WISHLESS       Would you like to work fewer hours for less pay? 

 Yes 

 No 

 
 

Only answer this question if ( WISHMORE Contains Any 1 Yes) Or WISHLESS ( Contains Any 1 Yes) 

HWWISH    How many hours in total would you like to work weekly?        

Note: Enter hours....... 
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Only answer this question if WISHMORE Contains Any 1 Yes 

WAYMORE How would you like to work more hours for more pay? 

 By working an extra job 

 By changing jobs to one with more hours 

 By working more hours in the current job 

 More than one of the above ways 

Only answer this question if WISHMORE Contains Any 1 Yes 

AVAILBLE_HOURS         

Are you available to increase your hours immediately, within the next two weeks, if an opportunity arose? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if AVAILBLE_HOURS Contains Any 2 No 

AVAIREAS_HOURS   What is the main reason you would not be available? 

Note: Do not read the answer options. Code appropriate option from response given. 

 Must complete education or training 

 Must give more than two weeks notice in current job 

 Personal or family responsibilities, including maternity leave. 

 Own illness or incapacity 

 Other reasons 
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LFS_BP_PrevWorkExp 
Only answer this question if (Wstator_Paid Contains Any 2 No) And (Wstator_Away Contains Any 2 No) And 

(Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 2 No) 

 
If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or 

(Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is prefilled with Yes  

ExistPr      Apart from casual or holiday work, have you ever had paid work? 

Interviewer: 'Paid work' includes self‐employment and government schemes. 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if (Wstator_Paid Contains Any 2 No) And (Wstator_Away Contains Any 2 No) And 

(Wstator_Unpaid Contains Any 2 No) 

For Wave 2-5 if there was a previous interview in the previous quarter and Existpr_previous = No 

ExistPr_Confirm 

At the last interview, you indicated that you never had paid work apart from casual or holiday work. Is that still the 

case? 

Note: 'Paid work' includes self‐employment and government schemes. 

 Yes 

 No 

 
Only answer this question if ExistPr Contains Any 1 Yes 

For Wave 2-5 if there was a previous interview and respondent had a job in previous quarter. Value is carried 

forward if no change in employment status. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is asked as "What 

year did you get laid off from your last job?".  

 

YearPr       In what year did you leave your last job? 
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Only answer this question if YearPr is less than 3 years from reference date 

MonthPr And can you remember in what month that was?         

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 
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Only answer this question if (ExistPr Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (ExistPr_Confirm Contains Any 2 No) 

Respondent left last job in previous 7 years from reference date.  

 

For Waves 2-5 if respondent is not working and previous ExistPr = Yes and previous LeavReas is not blank then 

this question is prefilled if employment status is unchanged. If (NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and 

Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary =No))) then this question is not asked.  

 

LeavReas  

What was the main reason you left that job? I will read out a list of reasons. If you feel none of these categories 

relates to you due to the effect of Covid‐19 choose option 'Other reason' and I will try to record the right reason in 

the following questions. 

 Lost job or made redundant 

 Contract ended or job was temporary 

 Looking after children or incapacitated adults 

 Other personal or family responsibilities 

 Own illness or disability 

 Education or training 

 Early retirement 

 Normal retirement 

 Other reasons including self‐employed who went out of business and respondents who have been laid off 

Only answer this question if LeavReas Contains Any 1 Lost job or made redundant or 2 Contract ended or job 

was temporary or 3 Looking after children or incapacitated adults or 4 Other personal or family responsibilities 

or 5 Own illness or disability 

ILO_Covid2      Was your job loss due to the pandemic Covid 19? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if ILO_Covid2 Contains Any 1 Yes 

CV_ExistPR1         Did you stop working due to any of the following reasons? 

 
Select all that apply 

 Job affected by mandatory closures announced by the Government 

 Job affected by businesses deciding to close or reduce in size 

 Self‐isolating based on HSE guidelines 

 Self‐isolating based on own decision 

 Childcare issue due to Covid‐19 

 Caring for vulnerable member of family 

 None of the above 

Only answer this question if respondent left last job in previous 7 years from reference date. 

 

For Waves 2-5 if respondent is not working and previous ExistPr = Yes and previous Stapropr is not blank this 

question is prefilled from previous interview. (ExistPr Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (ExistPr_Confirm Contains Any 2 No) 

Stapropr In this job were you ....? 

 Self‐employed with paid employees 

 Self‐employed without paid employees 

 An employee 

 Unpaid family worker 

 On a state‐sponsored employment scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) 

 On a Community Employment Scheme 
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Only answer this question if respondent left last job in previous 7 years from reference date 

 

For Waves 2-5 if respondent is not working and previous ExistPr = Yes and previous Stapropr is not blank this 

question is prefilled from previous interview. (ExistPr Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (ExistPr_Confirm Contains Any 2 No) 

NacePr2D       What was the main activity of the business or organisation where you worked? 

Interviewer: Please enter a full description. 

Interviewer: If further explanation is needed, read the following. "What does the business mainly make or do?" 

Interviewer: It is extremely important to enter a detailed description for this question. 

Inadequate Response 
Cars 
Food 
Software 

Local Authority 
Possible Correct Response 

Repairing cars 

Bread wholesaler 

Software development and support 

Local authority library service 
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Only answer this question if respondent left last job in previous 7 years from reference date 

 

For Waves 2-5 if respondent is not working and previous ExistPr = Yes and previous Stapropr is not blank this 

question is prefilled from previous interview. (ExistPr Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (ExistPr_Confirm Contains Any 2 No) 

ISCOPR3D What was your occupation in that job? 

Interviewer: Prompt if needed: "What did you mainly do in the business/organisation?" 

Interviewer: Please describe the occupation fully using the full job title. 

Inadequate Response 
Teacher 
Manager 

Engineer 

Possible Correct Response 

Secondary school teacher 

Retail store manager 

Electrical engineer 

 

LFS_BP_LookWork 
Only answer this question if Stapropr Contains Any 1 Self‐employed with paid employees or 2 Self‐employed 

without paid employees or 3 An employee or 4 Unpaid family worker or 5 On a state‐sponsored employment 

scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 6 On a Community Employment Scheme 

(NoWkReas = 2 and ((Signisal_Duration = 2 and Signisal_Salary=No) or (Signisal_Duration = 3 and Signisal_Salary 

=No))) then this question is not asked. 

LOOKOJ       In the four weeks prior to Sunday {{refweek}}, have you looked for another job? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes 

LOOKREAS         Is the main reason you are looking for another job because… 

 Current job will end or is likely to end 

 Current job is temporary while looking for another one 

 Would like an extra job to increase the hours worked 

 Would like to change job to one with more hours than current job 

 Would like to change job to one with less hours than current job. 

 Would like better working conditions, for example pay, commuting or quality of work 

 Other reasons 

Only answer this question if Wstator_NewJob Contains Any 1 Yes 

SEEKWORK_NEWJOB 

Do you expect to start your new job before the week ending {{refweek + 13 weeks}}? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

 

Only answer this question if Respondents between 15 and 74 and either (not in employment) or (absent from 

job more than 3 months and not being 50% or more of salary) 

SEEKWORK Are you looking for work (either full‐time or part‐time)? 

Note: This refers to any search activity over the four weeks prior to Sunday (autofill with Sunday date 4 weeks 

prior to reference week dd‐mm‐yyyy) 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if SEEKWORK = No then LOOKWORK is prefilled to No SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes 

LOOKWORK 

In the four weeks prior to Sunday {{refweek}}, did you look for any kind of paid work or look for an apprenticeship? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (LOOKWORK Contains Any 2 No) Or (SEEKWORK Contains Any 2 No) 

WANTWORK  

Even though you were not looking for work in the last four weeks, would you like to have paid work? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 2 No) Or (LOOKWORK Contains Any 2 No) 

SEEKREAS       What is the main reason you were not looking for work during this time? 

Note: All answer categories must be read out. 

Note: If you feel none of these categories relates to you due to the effect of Covid‐19, choose 'other reason' and I 

will try to record the right reason in the following question. 

 Laid off and waiting to be called back to work 

 Own illness or disability 

 Looking after children or adults 

 Other personal or family reasons 

 Currently in education or training 

 Retired 

 Believe that no work is available 

 Other reason 

Only answer this question if SEEKREAS Contains Any 8 Other reason 

SeekReasCV        Was this because of the Covid‐19 pandemic? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if SEEKREAS Contains Any 3 Looking after children or adults 

NEEDCARE_SEEK        Were you not looking for work because: 

 Suitable childcare is not available or is too expensive 

 Suitable care for adults is not available or is too expensive 

 None of the above 

Only answer this question if (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) 

SEEKTYPE_STAT      Are you looking for a job as an employee or as a self‐employed person? 

 Employee 

 Self‐employed 

Only answer this question if Wstator_NewJob Contains Any 1 Yes 

SEEKTYPE_STAT_NEWJOB 

Will you be working as an employee or as a self‐employed person in your new job? 

 Employee 

 Self‐employed 

 

Only answer this question if SEEKTYPE_STAT_NEWJOB Contains Any 1 Employee 

SEEKTYPE_FTPT_NEWJOB      Will you be working full‐time or part‐time in this new job? 

 Full‐time 

 Part‐time 
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Only answer this question if SEEKTYPE_STAT Contains Any 1 Employee 

SEEKTYPE_FTPT      Are you looking for full‐time or part‐time work? 

 Full‐time 

 Part‐time 

Only answer this question if SEEKTYPE_FTPT Contains Any 1 Full-time 

SEEKTYPE_ACCFT     Would you accept part‐time work if you could not find full‐time work? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if SEEKTYPE_FTPT Contains Any 2 Part-time 

SEEKTYPE_ACCPT   Would you accept full‐time work if you could not find part‐time work? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) Or 

(SEEKWORK_NEWJOB Contains Any 1 Yes) 

SEEKDUR_YEAR       What year did you start looking for work? 
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Only answer this question if SEEKDUR_YEAR Not Empty 

SEEKDUR_MONTH ... And can you remember what month?    

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Don't know 
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Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (SEEKWORK_NEWJOB Contains Any 1 Yes)  

PRESEEK     What were you doing just before you started looking for work? 

 Working or in an apprenticeship 

 In full‐time education 

 Taking care of family or home 

 Other 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Method1  

Can you tell me if you have used any of following methods to look for work in the four weeks before Sunday 

{{refweek}}? 

Contacted the Employment Services of the Department of Social Protection or Intreo? 

Interviewer: The Employment Services of the Department of Social Protection or Intreo provide the public 

employment services previously provided by Fás. 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Method2 Contacted a private employment agency? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Method3        Applied directly to employers? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes)  

Method4      Asked friends, relatives, contact trade unions etc.? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes)  

Method5     Put ads in newspapers, journals or on the internet or replied to ads? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes)  

Method6      Studied ads in newspapers, journals or on the internet? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes)  

Method7      Did a test, interview or exam? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes)  

Method8     Looked for land, premises or equipment? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Method9    Looked for permits, licences or financial resources? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Method10     Waited for the results of a job application? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Method11 

Waited for a call from the Employment Services of the Department of Social Protection or Intreo 

Interviewer: The Employment Services of the Department of Social Protection or Intreo provide the public 

employment services previously provided by Fás 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Method12       Waited for the results from a public sector recruitment competition? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Method13        Some other method? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if (SEEKWORK_NEWJOB Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (SEEKWORK Contains Any 1 Yes) Or 

(LOOKOJ Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (WISHMORE Contains Any 1 Yes) 

AVAILBLE_WORK 

Are you available to start work immediately, within the next two weeks, if an opportunity arose? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if AVAILBLE_WORK Contains Any 2 No 

AVAIREAS_HOURS What is the main reason you would not be available? 

Note: Do not read the answer options. Code appropriate option from response given. 

Note: If you feel none of these categories relates to you due to the effect of Covid‐19, choose 'other reason' and I 

will try to record the right reason in the following question. 

 Must complete education or training 

 Must give more than two weeks notice in current job 

 Personal or family responsibilities, including maternity leave. 

 Own illness or incapacity 

 Other reasons 

Only answer this question if AVAIREAS_HOURS Contains Any 5 Other reasons 

AvaiReasCV      Was this because of the Covid‐19 pandemic? 

 Yes 

 No 
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LFS_BP_Education 

Only answer this question if Age greater than or equal to 15 

EDUCSTAT    Have you been a student or an apprentice in the four weeks ending {{refweek}}? 

 Yes 

 No 

 On holidays from regular education 

Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and EducStat = Yes or On holidays, and previous interview and 

Educlevl_previous is not blank or Educlevl > 2. 

EDUCLEVL_CONFIRM 

At the last interview we recorded that the level of this education or training was {{EDUCLEVL from previous 

interview}}. Has that changed? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if Wave 1 or new interview:  

Only answer this question if EducStat contains any Yes or On holidays from regular education. 

For Wave 2 - 5 if Educlevl_Confirm = No then this field is prefilled with previous value 

EDUCLEVL         What was the level of this education or training? 

 Pre‐primary education 

 Primary education 

 FETAC Certificate at NFQ level 1 or 2 

 Junior Certificate 

 NCVA Foundation Certificate 

 SOLAS (formerly FAS) Introductory Skills Certificate 

 FETAC Certificate at NFQ level 3 

 GSCE 

 Lower secondary equivalent at NFQ level 3 

 Transition year programme 

 Leaving Certificate (Traditional) 

 Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme (LCVP) 

 Leaving Certificate Applied (LCA) 

 Secondary Equivalent Qualification at NFQ level 4/5 

 Secretarial 

 Certificate in Hotel Operations 
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 PLC (Post Leaving Certificate Course) 

 SOLAS (formerly FAS) National Skills Certificate 

 SOLAS (formerly FAS) Specific Skills Certificate 

 FETAC NFQ level 4 Certificate 

 FETAC NFQ level 5 Certificate 

 A levels 

 Post leaving cert equivalent qualification at NFQ level 4/5 

 Apprenticeship 

 Teagasc farming or horticulture certificate or diploma 

 National Craft Certificate 

 FETAC advanced Certificate at NFQ level 6 

 Post Leaving cert equivalent Qualification at NFQ level 6 

 National Certificate (NCEA/DIT/IOT) 

 Cadetship (army, air corps or naval service) 

 HETAC or DIT Higher Certificate at NFQ level 6 

 Higher Certificate Equivalent qualification at NFQ level 6 

 National Diploma (HETAC/NCEA e.g. 3 year diploma) 

 DIT Bachelor Degree 

 Diploma Equivalent qualification at NFQ level 7 

 Ordinary Bachelor Degree 

 Policing Ordinary Bachelor Degree (2004 onwards) 

 Honours Bachelor Degree 
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 Nursing Honours Bachelor Degree (2002 onwards) 

 Graduate Diploma 

 Higher Diploma at NFQ level 8 

 Professional qualification (Honours Bachelor Degree equivalent or higher) 

 Post‐Graduate Diploma at NFQ level 9 

 Masters Degree at NFQ level 9 

 Post Graduate qualification at NFQ level 9) 

 Doctorate or higher (e.g. Doctoral Degree/higher Doctorate at NFQ level 10) 

 Phd 

 Other 
Only answer this question if Educlevl greater than or equal to 16 

For Wave 2 - 5 if Educlevl_Confirm = No then this field is prefilled with previous value 

Educfild       What main subject area or areas did you study? 
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Only answer this question if Educlevl is greater than or equal to 16 

For Wave 2 - 5 if Educlevl_Confirm = No then this field is prefilled with previous value 

EDUCFILD16  

Interviewer: Please select the field of education from the list below. 

 Generic programmes and qualifications 

 Education 

 Arts and humanities 

 Social sciences, journalism and information 

 Business, administration and law 

 Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics 

 Information and Communication Technologies 

 Engineering, manufacturing and construction 

 Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinary 

 Health and welfare 

 Services 

 Unable to code 

Only answer this question if Age greater than or equal to 15 

COURATT 

Have you attended any courses or evening classes outside the regular education system in the last four weeks? For 

example, a conference, a language course, driving lessons, art classes, or exercise classes. 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (COURATT Contains Any 2 No) And (EDUCSTAT Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Age between 15 and 25 inclusive  

COURATT_GRINDS       Have you received any grinds or private tuition in the last four weeks? 

Interviewer: Attendance at specialised grind schools for short periods should be included here. 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if (COURATT Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (COURATT_GRINDS Contains Any 1 Yes) 

COURLEN 

 

During the last four weeks, how many hours in total did you spend in those classes or activities? Please don’t 

include time spent on study or homework. 

 
Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 and previous interview and Hatlevel greater than 2 and not blank 

HATLEVEL_CONFIRM 

At the last interview we recorded that your highest level of education or training successfully completed was 

{{D_HATLEVEL from previous interview}}. Is this still correct? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if Age greater than or equal to 15 

For Wave 2 - 5 if Hatlevel_Confirm = Yes then this field is prefilled with previous value 

HATLEVEL 
 
What is the highest level of education or training you have ever successfully completed? 

 
Description of highest educational attainment 
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Only answer this question if Wave 2-5 if Hatlevel_Confirm = Yes then this field is filled with the previous 

value HATLEVEL Not Empty 

HatLevelCode   Interviewer: Press backspace to code education level 

 No formal education or training 

 Pre‐primary education 

 Primary education 

 FETAC Certificate at NFQ level 1 or 2 

 Junior Certificate 

 Intermediate Certificate 

 Group Certificate 

 NCVA foundation Certificate 

 SOLAS (formerly FAS) Introductory Skills Certificate 

 FETAC Certificate at NFQ level 3 

 O‐levels 

 GSCE (formerly O‐levels) 

 Lower secondary equivalent at NFQ level 3 

 Transition year programme 

 Leaving Certificate (Traditional) 

 Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme (LCVP) 

 Leaving Certificate Applied (LCA) 

 Secondary Equivalent Qualification at NFQ level 4/5 
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 Secretarial 

 Certificate in Hotel Operations 

 PLC (Post Leaving Certificate Course) 

 SOLAS (formerly FAS) National Skills Certificate 

 SOLAS (formerly FAS) Specific Skills Certificate 

 FETAC NFQ level 4 Certificate 

 FETAC NFQ level 5 Certificate 

 A levels 

 Post leaving cert equivalent qualification at NFQ level 4/5 

 Apprenticeship 

 Teagasc farming or horticulture certificate or diploma 

 National Craft Certificate 

 FETAC advanced Certificate at NFQ level 6 

 Post leaving certificate equivalent Qualification at NFQ level 6 

 Nursing Certificate (Pre‐1994) 

 National Certificate (NCEA/DIT/IOT) 

 Cadetship (army, air corps or naval service) 

 HETAC or DIT Higher Certificate at NFQ level 6 

 Higher Certificate Equivalent qualification at NFQ level 6 

 National Diploma (HETAC/NCEA e.g. 3 year diploma) 

 Nursing Higher Certificate (1994‐2002) 

 Policing National Diploma (Prior to 2004) 
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 DIT Bachelor Degree 

 Diploma Equivalent qualification at NFQ level 7 

 Ordinary Bachelor Degree 

 Policing Ordinary Bachelor Degree (2004 onwards) 

 Honours Bachelor Degree 

 Nursing Honours Bachelor Degree (2002 onwards) 

 Graduate Diploma 

 Higher Diploma at NFQ level 8 

 Professional qualification (Honours Bachelor Degree equivalent or higher) 

 Post‐Graduate Diploma at NFQ level 9 

 Masters Degree at NFQ level 9 

 Post Graduate qualification at NFQ level 9 

 Doctorate or higher (e.g. Doctoral Degree/higher Doctorate at NFQ level 10) 

 Phd 

 Other 
Only answer this question if Hatlevel greater than or equal to 19 

For Wave 2 - 5 if Hatlevel_Confirm = Yes then this field is prefilled with previous value 

HATFIELD  

 

What main subject area or areas did you study to get this educational qualification? For example: carpentry, 

accountancy, French and Italian, etc. 
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Only answer this question if HATFIELD Not Empty 

Hatlevel greater than or equal to 19 

 

For Wave 2 - 5 if Hatlevel_Confirm = Yes then this field is prefilled with previous value  

HATFIELD216         Please select the field of education from the list below 

Note: Use the description from HATFIELD to assign educational field from the list below 

 Generic programmes and qualifications 

 Education 

 Arts and humanities 

 Social sciences, journalism and information 

 Business, administration and law 

 Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics 

 Information and Communication Technologies 

 Engineering, manufacturing and construction 

 Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinary 

 Health and welfare 

 Services 

 Unable to code 

 

Only answer this question if HATLEVEL Does Not Contain ,2,3, 1 RF, DK or Blank 

HatYear           Could you tell me which year you successfully completed that level of education?   
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LFS_BP_MinimumWage 

Only answer this question if 

Wave 1 or new interview or rate change or ChangeJob = Yes: Only answer this question if D_Stapro = employee 

Wave 2-5, if rate has not changed and previous Minwage=3 and ChangeJob=No then question is not asked 

Wave 2-5, if rate has not changed and previous Minwage=1 or 2 then it is re-asked 

INTROMW 

 

 To aid policy makers we will now ask a couple of questions relating to the National Minimum Wage. 

 

 Press 1 to continue 

Only answer this question if INTROMW Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

MINWAGE 

 
The national Minimum Wage is € {{national minimum wage}} per hour. Are your gross hourly earnings excluding 

bonuses, overtime and allowances: 

 Less than € [national minimum wage] per hour 

 Exactly € [national minimum wage] per hour 

 More than € [national minimum wage] per hour 

Only answer this question if ( HatYear Refused) Or HatYear ( Don't Know) 

HATAGE 
     

Could you tell me what age you were when you successfully completed that level of education? 
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Only answer this question if MINWAGE Contains Any 1 Less than € [national minimum wage] per hour 

LTMINWAGE    Do you earn less than € {{national minimum wage}} per hour because you are: 

 On an age based rate that is aged 19 or younger 

 Employed by an immediate relative including spouse or siblings or parents or grandparents. 

 Participating in an apprenticeship programme 

 Other reason (Please specify) 

 

LFS_BP_PesIncome 
Only answer this question if Stapro_Empstat Contains Any 3 An employee or 4 On a state‐sponsored employment 

scheme (not Community Employment Scheme) or 5 On a Community Employment Scheme 

Wave 1 or new interview or ChangeJob=Yes or Quarter =2 and wagebands have changed and Direct interview 

only. 

Wave 2-5 if previous value and ChangeJob=No then this question is not asked.  

INDECIL_PERM       I would now like to ask you a few questions about your earnings from your main job.  
 

 Press 1 to continue 

 

LTMinWageOth 

Interviewer: Please specify the reason 

erviewer: 
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Only answer this question if INDECIL_PERM Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Indecil_Freq       Do you get paid: 

 Weekly 

 Fortnightly 

 Monthly 

 Other 
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Only answer this question if Indecil_Freq Contains Any 1 Weekly 

Indecil_Weekly 

I will now read you a list of some wage or salary bands, which represent take‐home pay. Please tell me which band 

matches your take‐home pay. 

Interviewer: Take‐home pay refers to the pay received after tax, PRSI and Universal Social Charge (USC) deductions 

only, and should be calculated as accurately as possible before the deduction from wages of items such as health 

insurance, savings, union dues, etc. 

 0 ‐ €178 

 €179‐ €269 

 €270 ‐ €343 

 €344 ‐ €419 

 €420 ‐ €485 

 €486 ‐ €568 

 €569 ‐ €651 

 €652 ‐ €757 

 €758 ‐ €925 

 €926 + 
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Only answer this question if Indecil_Freq Contains Any 2 Fortnightly 

Indecil_Fortnightly 

I will now read you a list of some wage or salary bands, which represent take‐home pay. Please tell me which band 

matches your take‐home pay. 

Interviewer: Take‐home pay refers to the pay received after tax, PRSI and Universal Social Charge (USC) deductions 

only, and should be calculated as accurately as possible before the deduction from wages of items such as health 

insurance, savings, union dues, etc. 

 0 ‐ €356 

 €357 ‐ €538 

 €539 ‐ €686 

 €687 ‐ €838 

 €839 ‐ €970 

 €971 ‐ €1136 

 €1137 ‐ €1302 

 €1303 ‐ €1514 

 €1515 ‐ €1850 

 €1851 + 
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Only answer this question if Indecil_Freq Contains Any 3 Monthly 

Indecil_Monthly 

I will now read you a list of some wage or salary bands, which represent take‐home pay. Please tell me which band 

matches your take‐home pay. 

Interviewer: Take‐home pay refers to the pay received after tax, PRSI and Universal Social Charge (USC) deductions 

only, and should be calculated as accurately as possible before the deduction from wages of items such as health 

insurance, savings, union dues, etc. 

 0 ‐ €773 

 €774 ‐ €1169 

 €1170 ‐ €1490 

 €1491 ‐ €1821 

 €1822 ‐ €2107 

 €2108 ‐ €2468 

 €2469 ‐ €2829 

 €2830 ‐ €3289 

 €3290 ‐ €4019 

 €4020 + 
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Only answer this question if In Q2 2020 this question was asked to collect all income due to Covid-19. 

Mode =CATI and StaPro_Empstat = 3 and Direct interview and (Previous_d_indecil_weekly=blandk and 

Previous_d_indecil_fortnightly=blank and Previous_d_indecil_monthly=blank) 

INCOME_CATI  

Could you tell me your {{Indecil_Freq}} take‐home pay after tax,PRSI, heath insurance and other deductions? 

Interviewer: Take‐home pay refers to the pay received after tax, PRSI and Universal Social Charge (USC) 

deductions only, and should be calculated as accurately as possible before the deduction from wages of items 

such as health insurance, savings, union dues etc. 

 

Eurostat Adhoc Module on Accidents and 

Illnesses 2020 
IntroEuroAcc 

Note: The following questions are about Accidents at work and other work‐related health problems. 

 Press 1 to continue 

 

Only answer this question if [YEARPR = REFYEAR or [YEARPR = REFYEAR – 1 and MONTHPR > SURVEY_MONTH]] 

((D_Age >=15 and D_Age<=74) and (D_Wstator contains any 1 Did any work for pay or profit or 2 Was not 

working but had a job) and (IntroEuroAcc contains any 1 press 1 to continue)) or ((D_Age >=15 and D_Age<=74) 

and (D_Wstator contains any 3 Was not working due to lay-off or 4 Was a conscript or 5 Others aged 15+ not 

working nor had a job) and (ExistPr Contains any 1 Yes) and (IntroEuroAcc contains any 1 Press 1 to continue)) 

Q1_ACCIDNUM  

Thinking of the year before [last day of reference week], have you had any accident at work? Accidents outside 

working hours and accidents during the journey from home to work or from work to home are excluded. However, 

accidents during a journey in the course of work are included. 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if Q1_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 Yes 

Q2_ACCIDNUM       Did at least one of these accidents result in an injury to yourself? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if Q2_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 Yes 

Q3_ACCIDNUM     How many accidents resulting in injury did you have during those months? 

 One 

 Two or more 

 

D_ACCIDNUM 
   

This is a derived variable 
 

None 

One 

Two or more 

Not applicable 
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Only answer this question if (Q1_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 Yes) And (Q2_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 Yes)  

Work_injcat1euro Which of the following best describes this injury? 

 Wound or superficial injury 

 Bone fracture 

 Dislocation, sprain or strain 

 Amputation 

 Concussion or internal injury 

 Burn, scald or frostbite 

 Poisoning or infection 

 Suffocation (Asphyxiation) 

 Other type of injury 

 

Only answer this question if (Q2_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 Yes) And (Q3_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 2 Two or more) 

Q1a_ACCIDTYP 

In the following questions please consider the most recent of these accidents. Was the most recent of 

these accidents a road traffic accident? 

 Yes, a road traffic accident 

 No, another kind of accident 
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Only answer this question if ((Q2_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 Yes) And (Q3_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 One)) Or 

((Q2_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 Yes) And (Q3_ACCIDNUM Refused) Or (Q3_ACCIDNUM Don't Know)) 

Q1b_ACCIDTYP       Was this accident a road traffic accident? 

 Yes, a road traffic accident 

 No, another kind of accident 

 

D_ACCIDTYP      This is a derived variable 

 A road traffic accident 

 Accident other than road traffic accident 

 Not applicable 

 

Only answer this question if ((D_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And (EXIST2J Contains Any 1 
Yes) Or (EXIST2J Don't Know) Or (EXIST2J Refused)) Or ((D_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And 
(EXIST2JA Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (EXIST2JA Don't Know) Or (EXIST2JA Refused)) 
 
D_Wstator Contains any 1 Did any work for pay or profit or 2 Was not working but had a job) 

 
Q1a_ACCIDJOB      Did that accident happen in your main job? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if ((D_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And (EXIST2J Contains Any 1 

Yes)) Or ((D_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And (EXIST2JA Contains Any 1 Yes)) 

 

D_Wstator Contains any 1 Did any work for pay or profit or 2 Was not working but had a job)  

 

Q1b_ACCIDJOB 

Was the job you were doing when this accident occurred the same job as you previously mentioned as your ... 

 Main job 

 Second job 

 Some other job 
Only answer this question if (D_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two) or more and 

(D_Wstator Contains any 3 Was not working due to lay off or 4 Was a conscript or 5 Others aged 15+ not working 

nor had a job)  

Q1c_Accidjob 

Was the job you were doing, when the accident occurred, the one you previously mentioned as your most recent 

job? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

D_ACCIDJOB       This is a derived variable 

 Main current job 

 Second current job 

 Last job (only for persons not in employment) 

 Some other current or past job 

 Not applicable 
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Only answer this question if D_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more 

(D_Wstator contains any 2 Was not working but had a job or 3 Was not working due to lay-off or 4 Was a 

conscript or 5 Others aged 15+ not working nor had a job)  

Q1_ACCIDBRK  

Is the reason that you were not working on [last day of reference week] due to this [most recent] accident? 

 Yes 

 No 
Only answer this question if Q1_ACCIDBRK Contains Any 1 Yes 

(D_Wstator Contains any 3 Was not working due to lay-off or 4 Was a conscript or 5 Others aged 15+ not working 

nor had a job)  

Q2_ACCIDBRK       Do you expect to start working again? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (Q1_ACCIDBRK Contains Any 2 No) Or (Q1_ACCIDBRK Don't Know) Or (Q1_ACCIDBRK 

Refused) or (D_Wstator Contains any 1 Did any work for pay or profit and D_Accidnum contains any 1 One or 2 

Two or more)  

Q3_ACCIDBRK 

Thinking of the year before [last day of reference week], how long were you off work because of your [most recent] 

accident during this period? Please indicate the number of days you were not fit for work, including Sundays, bank 

holidays, etc but excluding the day of the accident. 

 Less than one day or no time off 

 At least one day but less than four days 

 At least four days but less than two weeks 

 At least two weeks but less than a month 

 At least one month but less than three months 

 At least three months but less than six months 

 At least six months but less than nine months 

 Between nine and twelve months 
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D_ACCIDBRK     This is a derived variable 

 Still off work because has not yet recovered from the accident, but expects to resume work later 

 Expects never to work again because of this accident 

 Less than one day or no time off 

 At least one day but less than four days 

 At least four days but less than two weeks 

 At least two weeks but less than one month 

 At least one month but less than three months 

 At least three months but less than six months 

 At least six months but less than nine months 

 Between nine and twelve months 

 No applicable 

Only answer this question if ((D_Age >=15 and D_Age <=74) and (D_Wstator Contains any 1 Did any work for pay 

or profit or 2 Was not working but had a job) and (D_Accidnum Contains any 1 One or 2 Two or more)) or 

((D_Age >=15 and D_Age <=74) and ((D_Wstator Contains any 3 Was not working due to lay-off or 4 Was a 

conscript or 5 Others aged 15+ not working nor had a job) and (D_Accidnum Contains any 1 One or 2 Two or 

more) and (ExistPr Contains any 1 Yes))) 

Q1a_HPROBNUM  

Apart from the accident you have told me about, and any of its consequences on your health, have you suffered 

from any physical or mental health problem during the year before [last day of reference week]? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (D_ACCIDNUM Contains Any 0 None or 9 Not applicable) Or (D_ACCIDNUM Empty) 
or D_ACCIDNUM = [0,9,BLANK) 

Q1b_HPROBNUM 

Have you suffered from any physical or mental health problem during the year before [last day of reference week]? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (Q1a_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 Yes) Or (Q1b_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 Yes) 

Q2_HPROBNUM  

Were any of these health problems caused or made worse by your job or by work you have done in the past? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if Q2_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 Yes 

Q3_HPROBNUM  

How many health problems have you had in those months that have been caused or been made worse by your 

work? 

 One 

 Two or more 

  

D_HPROBNUM This is a derived variable. 
   

None 

One 

Two or more 

Not applicable 
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Only answer this question if (D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And (Q3_HPROBNUM 

Contains Any 2 Two or more) 

Q1aHPROBTYP 

 

In the following questions, please consider the most serious of those health problems. 

How would you describe this health problem? I will read out a list and will ask you to pick your most serious health 

problem. 

Note: There is no specific code for cancer. Code according to where in the body is most effected. Otherwise code 

as 10. 

 Bone, joint or muscle problem 

 Breathing or lung problem 

 Skin problem 

 Hearing problem 

 Stress, depression or anxiety 

 Headache and or eyestrain 

 Heart disease or attack, or other problems in the circulatory system 

 Infectious disease (virus, bacteria or other type of infection) 

 Stomach, liver, kidney or digestive problem 

 Other types of health problem 
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Only answer this question if ((D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And (Q3_HPROBNUM Don't 
Know)) 

((D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And (Q3_HPROBNUM 

Contains Any 1 One)) Or ((D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And (Q3_HPROBNUM 
Refused)) 

 

Q1b_HPROBTYP     How would you describe this health problem? I am going to read out a list. 

Note: There is no specific code for cancer. Code according to where in the body is most effected. Otherwise code as 

10. 

 Bone, joint or muscle problem 

 Breathing or lung problem 

 Skin problem 

 Hearing problem 

 Stress, depression or anxiety 

 Headache and or eyestrain 

 Heart disease or attack, or other problems in the circulatory system 

 Infectious disease (virus, bacteria or other type of infection) 

 Stomach, liver, kidney or digestive problem 

 Other types of health problem 
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Only answer this question if (Q1aHPROBTYP Contains Any 1 Bone, joint or muscle pain) Or (Q1b_HPROBTYP 

Contains Any 1 Bone, joint or muscle pain) 

Q2_HPROBTYP       Is this bone, joint or muscle problem mainly affecting your … 

 Neck, shoulders, arms or hands 

 Hips, knees, legs or feet 

 Back 

D_HPROBTYP       This is a derived variable 

 Bone, joint or muscle problem which mainly affects neck, shoulders, arms or hands 

 Bone, joint or muscle problem which mainly affects hips, knees, legs or feet 

 Bone, joint or muscle problem which mainly affects back 

 Breathing or lung problem 

 Skin problem 

 Hearing problem 

 Stress. depression or anxiety 

 Headache and or eyestrain 

 Heart disease or attack, or other problems in the circulatory system 

 Infectious disease (virus, bacteria or other type of infection) 

 Stomach, liver, kidney or digestive problem 

 Other type of health problem 

 Not applicable 
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Only answer this question if D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more 

Q1_HPROBLIM 

Would you say this health problem limits your ability to carry out day to day activities either at work or outside 

work? 

 Yes, considerably 

 Yes, to some extent 

 No, not at all 

 

Only answer this question if (D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And ((EXIST2J Contains Any 2 

No) Or (EXIST2JA Contains Any 2 No) Or (EXIST2J Refused) Or (EXIST2JA Refused) Or (EXIST2J Don't Know) Or 

(EXIST2JA Don't Know)) 

Q1a_HPROBJOB      Was it your main job that caused or made your health problem worse? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

D_HPROBLIM This is a derived variable. 
 

No 

Yes, to some extent 

Yes, considerably 

Not applicable 
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Only answer this question if (D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And ((EXIST2J Contains Any 1 

Yes) Or (EXIST2JA Contains Any 1 Yes)) 

Q1b_HPROBJOB       Which job caused or made your health problem worse? Was it your ... 

 Main job 

 Second job 

 Some other job 

 

Only answer this question if (D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more) And (ExistPr Contains Any 1 

Yes) 

Q1c_HPROBJOB     Was it your most recent job that caused or made your health problem worse? 

 Yes 

 No 

D_HPROBJOB      This is a derived variable 

 Main current job 

 Second current job 

 Last job (only for persons not in employment) 

 Some other job 

 Not applicable 
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Only answer this question if (D_Wstator Contains any 2 Was not working but had a job or 3 Was not working 

due to lay-off or 4 Was a conscript or 5 Others aged 15+ not working nor had a job) and D_HPROBNUM Contains 

Any 1 One or 2 Two or more 

Q1_HPROBBRK  

Is the reason that you have not been working on the [last day of reference week] due to this health problem? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if Q1_HPROBBRK Contains Any 1 Yes and (D_Wstator Contains any 3 Was not working 

due to lay-off or 4 Was a conscript or 5 Others aged 15+ not working nor had a job)  

Q2_HPROBBRK       Do you expect to start working again? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if D_HPROBNUM Contains Any 1 One or 2 Two or more and ((Q1_HProbBrk Contains 

any 2 No, Refused or Don't know) or (D_Wstator Contains any 1 Did any work for pay or profit))  

Q3_HPROBBRK 

Thinking of the year before [last day of reference week], for how long were you off work because of your health 

problem in this period? Please indicate the number of days you were not fit for work, including Sundays, bank 

holidays, etc and excluding the day of the accident. 

 Less than one day or no time off 

 At least one day but less than four days 

 At least four days but less than two weeks 

 At least two weeks but less than a month 

 At least one month but less than three months 

 At least three months but less than six months 

 At least six months but less than nine months 

 Between nine and twelve months 
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D_HPROBBRK     This is a derived variable 

 Still off work because has not yet recovered from the accident, but expects to resume work later 

 Expects never to work again because of this accident 

 Less than one day or no time off 

 At least one day but less than four days 

 At least four days but less than two weeks 

 At least two weeks but less than one month 

 At least one month but less than three months 

 At least three months but less than six months 

 At least six months but less than nine months 

 Between nine and twelve months 

 No applicable 
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Only answer this question if (D_Wstator Contains any 1 Did any work for pay or profit or 2 Was not working but 

had a job) and (D_Age >=15) 

Q1_PHYSIRSK 

Now I will list some risk factors which you may be exposed to in your work [include all your jobs]. Please tell me 

which of these, if any, do you consider to be the greatest risk to your physical health? 

Note: Ask respondent for a Yes or No after each answer category. If there is more than one Yes then ask which is 

most significant and choose that item. 

 Tiring or painful positions 

 Repetitive hand or arm movements 

 Handling of heavy loads 

 Noise 

 Strong vibration 

 Chemicals, dust, fumes, smoke or gases 

 Activities involving strong visual concentration 

 Slips, trips and falls 

 Use of machines or handtools excluding vehicles 

 Use of vehicles in the course of work but not on way to and from work 

 Some other risk factor, not mentioned above 

 None 

 Do not know 
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D_PHYSRISK      This is a derived variable 

 Tiring or painful positions 

 Repetitive hand or arm movements 

 Handling of heavy loads 

 Noise 

 Strong vibration 

 Chemicals, dust, fumes, smoke or gases 

 Activities involving strong visual concentration 

 Slips, trips and falls 

 Use of machines or handtools excluding vehicles 

 Use of vehicles in the course of work but not on way to and from work 

 Another significant risk factor for physical health 

 No significant risk factor for physical health present 

 Not applicable 
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Only answer this question if (D_Wstator Contains any 1 Did any work for pay or profit or 2 Was not working but 

had a job) and (D_Age >=15) 

Q1_MENTRISK 

Now I will list some risk factors which you may be exposed to in your work [include all your jobs]. . Please tell me 

which of these, if any, do you consider to be the greatest risk to your mental well‐being? 

Note: Ask respondent for a Yes or No after each answer category. If more than one Yes then ask which is most 

significant and choose that item. 

 Severe time pressure or overload of work 

 Violence or threat of violence 

 Harassment or bullying 

 Poor communication or cooperation within the organisation 

 Dealing with difficult customers, patients, pupils, etc 

 Job insecurity 

 Lack of autonomy, or lack of influence over the work place or work processes 

 Some other risk factor, not already mentioned 

 None 

 Do not know 
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D_MENTRISK This is a derived variable 

 Severe time pressure or overload of work 

 Violence or threat of violence 

 Harassment or bullying 

 Poor communication or cooperation within the organisation  

 Having to deal with difficult customers, patients, pupils, etc. 

 Job insecurity 

 Lack of autonomy, or lack of influence over the work place or work processes 

 Another significant risk factor for mental well‐being 

 No significant risk factor for mental well‐being 

 Not applicable 

Disability questions based on Census 2021 
Only answer this question if Age >= 15 and Waves 2-5 

DisabPer       Do you have any of the following long‐lasting conditions or difficulties? 

 

I will read out a list and the answer categories are: Yes, to a great extent, Yes, to a some extent or No." 

 Press 1 to continue 
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Only answer this question if  DisabPer Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Disab1a  
 
Blindness or a vision impairment 

 

 Yes, to a great extent 

 Yes, to some extent 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if DisabPer Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Disab1b 

Deafness or a hearing impairment 

 Yes, to a great extent 

 Yes, to some extent 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if DisabPer Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Disab1c 
 
 A difficulty with basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting or carrying 

 

 Yes, to a great extent 

 Yes, to some extent 

 No 
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Only answer this question if DisabPer Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Disab1d 

An intellectual disability 

 Yes, to a great extent 

 Yes, to some extent 

 No 

 
Only answer this question if DisabPer Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Disab1e 

A difficulty with learning, remembering or concentrating 

 Yes, to a great extent 

 Yes, to some extent 

 No 

 
Only answer this question if DisabPer Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Disab1f  

 
A psychological or emotional condition or mental health issue 

 

 Yes, to a great extent 

 Yes, to some extent 

 No 
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Only answer this question if DisabPer Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Disab1g 

A difficulty with pain, breathing or any other chronic illness or condition 

 Yes, to a great extent 

 Yes, to some extent 

 No 

Only answer this question if (Disab1a Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1b 

Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1c Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent 

or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1d Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1e 

Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1f Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent 

or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1g Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) 

Disab2a  

 

As a result of a long‐lasting condition, do you have difficulty doing any of the following? (include issues due to old 

age) 

Here the answers are: Yes, a lot, Yes, a little or No. 

Dressing, bathing or getting around inside the home 

 Yes, a lot 

 Yes, a little 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (Disab1a Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1b 

Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1c Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent 

or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1d Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or 

(Disab1e Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1f Contains Any 1 Yes, to a 

great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1g Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some 

extent)  

Disab2b  

Going outside the home to shop or visit a doctor’s surgery 

 Yes, a lot 

 Yes, a little 

 No 
Only answer this question if (Disab1a Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1b 

Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1c Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent 

or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1d Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or 

(Disab1e Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1f Contains Any 1 Yes, to a 

great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1g Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some 

extent)  

Disab2c  

Working at a job or business or attending school or college 

 Yes, a lot 

 Yes, a little 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (Disab1a Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1b 

Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1c Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent 

or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1d Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1e 

Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1f Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent 

or 2 Yes, to some extent) Or (Disab1g Contains Any 1 Yes, to a great extent or 2 Yes, to some extent) 

Disab2d  

Participating in other activities, for example leisure or using transport 

 Yes, a lot 

 Yes, a little 

 No 

Household ICT access and Individual 

frequency of internet use. 

Only answer this question if All direct respondents aged 15 and over and direct and in wave 1-5 

Display if WAVE in 1,2,3,4,5 and Dir = 1 and age GE 15 

ICT_ind_intro 
 
I would now like to ask you some questions about internet activities 

 
Note: Press 1 to continue 

 Press 1 to continue 
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Only answer this question if ICT_ind_intro Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

Asked of first direct interview in household  

HH1  

What types of the following internet connections are currently used in your home by either yourself or your 

household? 

Note: Code all that apply. Read out each answer and ask Yes or No. If Yes, select that option. Selecting option 4 

implies no other option selected. 

Select all that apply 

 Fixed broadband (e.g. cable providers such as Vodafone, Pure, Sky, eir, Digiweb, Virgin) 

 Mobile broadband (e.g. 3G, 4G or dongle providers such as Vodafone, eir, Virgin) 

 A different type of connection 

 This household does not have an internet connection currently. 
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Only answer this question if HH1 Contains Any 4 This household does not have an internet connection 
currently. 

MAZ_3b 

From the following list, select why your household does not have internet access? 

Note: Code all that apply. Read out each answer and ask Yes or No. If Yes, select that option. 

Select all that apply 

 You have access to the internet elsewhere 

 You don’t need the internet 

 Equipment costs too high 

 Access costs too high (telephone, DSL, subscription etc.) 

 Lack of skills 

 Privacy or security concerns 

 Broadband internet is not available in your area 

 A different reason than from the options given 
Only answer this question if ICT_ind_intro Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 
 
All direct respondents aged 15 and over in Waves 1-5 
  

A1 When did you last use the internet? 

Running prompt. 

 Within the last 3 months 

 Between 3 months and a year ago 

 More than a year ago 

 Never used it 
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Only answer this question if A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months 

A2        On average how often did you use the internet in the last 3 months? 

Running prompt 

 Every day or almost every day 

 At least once a week (but not every day) 

 Less than once a week 

Only answer this question if A2 Contains Any 1 Every day or almost every day 

A3 On average how many times do you use the internet during the day? 

Running prompt 

 Briefly or 1 or 2 times a day 

 Several times a day 

 Nearly all the time 

 All the time 

Covid_LFS1 
Only answer this question if Age >= 15 

CV_Intro       The following questions relate to your experience of Covid‐19. 

 Press 1 to continue 
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Only answer this question if CV_Intro Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

CV_restrict       Interviewer note: Are Covid‐19 restrictions still in place? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if CV_Intro Contains Any 1 Press 1 to  
continue 
 
Age is between 15 - 74 inclusive  
 

CV1         Was your employment situation affected by Covid‐19? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if CV1 Contains Any 1 Yes 

CV2  

 

How was your employment status or situation affected by Covid‐19: 

Select all that apply 

 Loss of employment 

 Temporary lay off 

 Started new job 

 Change in work hours 

 Started remote working from home 

 Increased number of hours remote working from home 

 Was unable to work as business was unable to offer the facility of remote working 

 Was unable to work as work was not suitable for remote working 

 Had to take paid leave 

 Had to take unpaid leave 

 Changed business model to online/takeaway model 

 Unable to start new job 

 Other 
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Only answer this question if CV2 Contains Any 1 Loss of employment 

CVEmp       Did Covid‐19 cause you to lose a job as an employee or self‐employed? 

 Employee 

 Self‐employed 

 Other 

Only answer this question if CVEmp Contains Any 1 Employee or 3 Other 

CV3a      What was the main effect of the Covid‐19 situation that caused your loss of employment? 

 Mandatory closure announced by the Government 

 Closure necessary for social distancing measures 

 Business reduced in size 

 Business closed 

 Unable to work due to childcare reasons 

 Unable to work due to other personal reasons 

 Other reason 
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Only answer this question if CVEmp Contains Any 2 Self-employed 

CV3b         What was the main effect of the Covid‐19 situation that caused your loss of self‐employed work? 

 Mandatory closures announced by the Government 

 Closure necessary for social distancing measures 

 Business closed 

 Unable to work due to childcare reasons 

 Unable to work due to other personal reasons 

 Other reason 

Only answer this question if CV2 Contains Any 2 Temporary lay off 

CV3c           What was the main effect of the Covid‐19 situation that caused your temporary lay‐off? 

 Mandatory closure announced by the Government 

 Closure necessary for social distancing measures 

 Business reduced in size 

 Business closed 

 Unable to work due to childcare reasons 

 Unable to work due to other personal reasons 

 Other reason 
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Only answer this question if CV2 Contains Any 4 Change in work hours 

CV4      As a result of Covid‐19, did your work hours increase or decrease? 

 Increase 

 Decrease 

Only answer this question if CV2 Contains Any 3 Started new job 

CV_Start         Did you start that new job as a direct response to the Government asking for help with Covid‐19? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if CV2 Contains Any 1 Loss of employment or 2 Temporary lay off or 9 Had to take 

paid leave or 10 Had to take unpaid leave 

CV_Return 

Do you expect to return to the same job {{after the Covid‐19 restrictions are removed}} or have you already 

returned to the same job? Please select one of the following. 

Please select one of the following. 

 Yes, expect to return to same job 

 Yes, have already returned to same job 

 No 
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Only answer this question if CV_Intro Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue 

CV_Emotion1 

 

Which of the following has affected your life since the start of Covid‐19? I will read out a list and you can tell me Yes 

or No. 

 

Select all that apply 

 No paid work 

 Childcare issues 

 Health worries 

 Money worries 

 Feeling lonely 

 Caring for dependent family/friends 

 Afraid to go shopping 

 Increased positive family time 

 More contact with family by telephone, skype, FaceTime, etc. 

 Difficult to work from home with family around 

 Unable to pay bills 

 Had to defer bills 

 Couldn't pay rent or mortgage 

 Other 

 None 
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LFS_BH_HouseholdBlock 
Only answer this question if Households in Wave 1 or new household 

Wave 2-5 carried forward if previous interview and house details not blank 

 Per_Hse       I am now going to ask some questions about housing. 

Note: Press 1 to continue 

 Continue 

Only answer this question if Per_Hse Contains Any 1 Continue 

 ACCOM      Is this dwelling unit a ....? 

 House (including bungalow etc.) 

 Apartment/Flat 

 Other 

Only answer this question if ACCOM Contains Any 1 House (including bungalow etc.)  

House       Is it ...? 

 A detached house 

 A semi‐detached house 

 A terraced house (one or more floors) 

 A detached bungalow 

 A semi‐detached bungalow 
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Only answer this question if ACCOM Contains Any 2 Apartment/Flat 

Apart       Is it ...? 

 A bedsitter 

 A custom‐built flat/apartment (including duplex) 

 Non‐custom built flat/apartment 

Only answer this question if ACCOM Contains Any 3 Other 

Carav      Is it ...? 

 A mobile home/caravan/trailer 

 Other 

Only answer this question if ACCOM Contains Any 1 House (including bungalow etc.) or 2 Apartment/Flat 

Rooms  

How many rooms are in the dwelling unit? The following should not be counted as rooms: kitchenette, utility room, 

bathroom, toilet, garage, consulting rooms, office or shop. 
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Only answer this question if ACCOM Contains Any 1 House (including bungalow etc.) or 2 Apartment/Flat 

Const       In what year was the dwelling constructed? 

 Don't know 

 Before 1919 

 1919 ‐ 1940 

 1941 ‐ 1960 

 1961 ‐ 1970 

 1971 ‐ 1980 

 1981 ‐ 1990 

 1991 ‐ 2000 

 2001 ‐ 2005 

 2006 ‐ 2010 

 2011 ‐ 2015 

 2016 or later 

Only answer this question if ACCOM Contains Any 1 House (including bungalow etc.) or 2 Apartment/Flat  

CENTRA       Does the dwelling have central heating? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if ACCOM Contains Any 1 House (including bungalow etc.) or 2 Apartment/Flat  

OCCUPY       Is the dwelling....? 

 Owner‐occupied 

 Owner‐occupied ‐ having been purchased through a local authority scheme 

 Being rented (owner not in residence in this household) 

 Not owned by occupant(s) and being occupied rent free 

 Not owned by occupant(s) and rent free to some member(s) of the household only 

 Owner occupied and rented out to some member(s) of the household 

Only answer this question if OCCUPY Contains Any 3 Being rented (owner not in residence in this household)  

LOCALA      Is the dwelling rented from a local authority? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if OCCUPY Contains Any 3 Being rented (owner not in residence in this household)  

HAPS    Is your household participating in the Housing Assistance Payment Scheme also known as HAPS? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if OCCUPY Contains Any 3 Being rented (owner not in residence in this household) 

FURN      Is the dwelling rented furnished or non‐furnished? 

 Furnished 

 Partly furnished 

 Not furnished 

Only answer this question if OCCUPY Contains Any 3 Being rented (owner not in residence in this household)  

PERIOD       You have indicated that the dwelling is rented. Is the rent paid....? 

 Weekly 

 4 week period 

 Calendar month 

Only answer this question if OCCUPY Contains Any 3 Being rented (owner not in residence in this household) 

Amount  
 
Please indicate the total amount of rent paid by all tenants in respect of the dwelling every {{ref period}}? 

 

 

 

Only answer this question if HAPS Contains Any 1 Yes 

HAPS_Monthly 

What was the total amount of rent paid for your household under the HAP scheme last month? 
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Only answer this question if When all relevant housing questions are asked 

End_Hse        This is the end of the housing questions. 

 Press 1 to continue 

LFS_BH_ContactDetails 
The following questions are asked at the end of the LFS interview to gather information for future contacts and to 

thank respondents for their participation. 

In the new LFS, households that are comprised solely of individuals aged 75 years or over (from now on referred to 

as “HHs with only >=75s”) will only be interviewed at wave 1 and will be dropped from the subsequent follow‐up 

interviews; instead of re‐interviewing these households for waves 2‐5, their details regarding employment status 

etc. will be rolled forward for each subsequent wave. Individuals aged 75 and over living in mixed households (i.e. 

households comprising individuals below 75 years as well as 75 years and over) will remain in the sample and be 

contacted for follow‐up waves. 

Only answer this question if WAVE 1 – 4 All modes except if ((WAVE=1 or new household) and 

(AGE_person1>=75 and AGE_person2>=75 … and AGE_person_n>=75) then EXIT to THANK SCREEN). 

CATI_CHECK     Interviewer please confirm household for CATI 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if wave = 1 - 4 and (CATI_CHECK = 2) and FutureIntMode is not 3 (over75s)  

CapiFollowUp1    Why is the household follow‐up interview staying in the field? 

Note: "To be completed by Interviewer. " 

 Health or disability reasons 

 Language difficulties. 

 Assisted interview with a carer or family member 

 Reluctant household 

 Overseas telephone number 

 Not all members of household interviewed 

 Other 

 

Only answer this question if wave = 1 - 4 and (CATI_CHECK= 2) and FutureIntMode is not 3 (over 75s) and 

CapiFollowUp = 6. 

CapiFollowUp2         Why is the household not suitable for Call Centre interview? 

Note to interviewer: Please indicate reason why household is not suitable for Call Centre. 

 

Only answer this question if wave = 1 - 4 and (CATI_CHECK ne Refusal or CATI_CHECK ne 3) and all individual 

interviews completed and not one person household. 

Contact_Name 

 Thank you for answering my questions today. The Central Statistics Office may contact your household to carry out 

a follow up interview for the Labour Force Survey. Who in the household would be the best person to contact? 
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Only answer this question if wave = 1 - 4 and (CATI_CHECK ne Refusal or CATI_CHECK ne 3) and all individual 

interview completed one person household. 

Contact_name_onep 

 Thank you for answering my questions today. The Central Statistics Office may contact you {{by telephone}} to 

carry out a follow up interview for the Labour Force Survey. 

Only answer this question if Wave 1 – Ask for all households. Wave 2 – 4 Ask if contact person has changed since 

the last wave. 

Contact_number1     Could you give me a telephone number? 
 
Note: We can’t enter numbers outside the Republic of Ireland. 

 

Only answer this question if [[contact_name_onep not ‘refusal’ or blank, or contact_name not 'refusal' or 

blank] or [contact_number1_onep not ‘refusal’ or contact_number1 not 'refusal'] or [Contact_number2 from 

previous interview ne blank] and CATI_Check = 1 

contact_number2_onep        And could you also give me an alternative telephone number? 

Note: Press tab if there is no alternative telephone number. 

Note: We can’t enter numbers outside the Republic of Ireland. 
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Only answer this question if (If CATI_CHECK =1 and either contact name or contact number is not provided) or (if 

CATI_CHECK = RF) 

FollowUp 

This respondent has not provided enough contact details. (i.e. must have contact name and phone number for a 

possible follow up interview). 

Interviewer: The respondent has not provided enough contact details (i.e. must have contact name and a valid 

phone number for a CATI interview). 

Please confirm that they have either refused to accept or can’t accept a telephone interview or refused any follow 

up interview. 

 CATI Refusal: Follow up interview to be face‐to‐face 

 Interview Refusal: Refused any follow up interview 
Only answer this question if FollowUp =1 or 2 

CapiReason  

Please provide a reason respondent has confirmed that they have refused or accepted telephone interview or 

refused future interviews 

Interviewer: The respondent has confirmed that they have refused to accept a telephone interview/refused future 

interview. 

Note: Please type in reason (Optional). 

Note: Press tab to skip. 
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Only answer this question if wave = 1,2,3,4 and CATI_Check = 1 or 2 and (contact_name) not ‘refusal’ 

Timetocall  

What time of day would you prefer that we call? Would it be the morning, the afternoon or the evening? 

 Morning 

 Afternoon 

 Evening 

 Any time 

 On holidays during next interview 

Only answer this question if Wave =1 or New household 

IrishLang  

Interviewer: Did any member of the household ask for their interview to be conducted in Irish? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if IrishLang Contains Any 1 Yes 

IrishNo How many?  

Note: Only count direct interviewees who asked for interview in Irish. 
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Only answer this question if wave = 1,2,3,4,5 

Thank 

 

You have been talking to _______________ on behalf of the Central Statistics Office. I would like to thank you for 

taking part in the Labour Force Survey today. 

[On behalf of the Central Statistics Office I would like to thank you for taking part in the Labour Force Survey 

today.] 

 Exit 

ICT questions to individuals 
Only answer this question if (ICT_ind_intro Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue) And ((A1 Not Refused) Or (A1 Not 

Don't Know) Or (A1 Not Empty)) 

Wave 5 and Direct and CATI- Asked of one member of the household on behalf of the household  

 

ICT_Contact Interviewer Note: Please select the person you are speaking to. 

 Name 
Only answer this question if A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months or 2 Between 3 months and a year ago 

This part of the survey is only to be asked of chosen direct person in WAVE 5 and CATI and answered on behalf of 

household if A1 in within the last 12 months 

ICT_Intro2  

We just have a few questions about your internet related activities 

Note: Press 1 to continue 

 Press 1 to continue 
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Only answer this question if (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue) And (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the 

last 3 months) and if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

IA    Which of the following internet activities have you carried out in the last 3 months for PRIVATE PURPOSES? 

Rows  

1 Sending or receiving emails 

2 Telephoning or video calling using the internet (e.g. skype, facetime, snapchat, Whatsapp, Viber, 

Messenger) 

3 Social networking (e.g. facebook, Twitter, Snapchat etc.) 

4 Instant messaging with apps such as Whatsapp, Viber, Messenger, Skype or Snapchat 

5 Reading online news sites, newspapers or magazines 

6 Seeking health‐related information (e.g. for injury, disease, nutrition, improving health etc. 

7 Looking for Information about goods or services 

8 Uploading self‐created content (e.g. text, photos, music, videos) to any website to be shared 

9 Selling goods or services 

10 Internet banking 

11 Listening to music (e.g. web radio, music streaming) 

12 Watching internet streamed TV live or catchup from TV broadcasters 

13 Watching video on Demand from commercial services (e.g Netflix HBO GO Amazon Prime, 

Maxdome) 

14 Watching video content from sharing services such as YouTube 

15 Playing or downloading games 

16 Making an appointment with a health care practitioner via a website or app 

17 Using other health care services instead of having to visit a doctor (e.g. to get a prescription) 

18 Accessing personal health records 

19 No activities selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 
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Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 
to continue) and if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

ZCC  

In the last 3 months and excluding emails, have you used internet storage space which is also referred to as cloud 

computing, to save, store or backup any of your own personal files. e.g. documents, pictures, contact lists, music, 

or videos. 

Note: Storing files on email accounts should not be considered as a file storage facility for the purpose of 

answering the question 

Examples of storage providers: Google drive, Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive, iCloud, Amazon Drive 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 

to continue) and if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes 

B7 

In the last 3 months, have you conducted any of the following learning activities over the internet for educational, 

professional or private purposes? 

Rows  

1 Doing an online course 

2 Using online learning material other than a complete online course for example audio‐visual 
materials, online learning software, electronic textbooks 

3 Communicating with instructors or students using 
educational websites/portals 

4 No learning activities selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 
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Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months or 2 Between 3 months and a year ago) 
And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue) and if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

E1  

 

The following questions ask about the purchase of goods and services over the Internet for private use. 

For your answers please include: 

* Purchases made from any internet connected device (smart phone, desktop computer, laptop etc.) * 

Purchases that are made using 'apps' from smartphones or tablets. 

* Orders of goods or services over the internet for which payment is required, but the payment does not 

have to be done online. 

Please exclude: 

* Orders via manually typed e‐mails, SMS or MMS. 

Note: Press 1 to continue 

 Press 1 to continue 

Only answer this question if Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue and if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes E1  

E2        When did you last buy or order goods or services for private purposes over the internet? 
 
Running prompt 

 Within the last 3 months 

 Between 3 months and 1 year ago 

 More than 1 year ago 

 Never bought or ordered goods 
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Only answer this question if E2 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months and if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and 

Direct= Yes 

E3 

In the last 3 months which of the following goods or services did you buy or order over the internet? Please include 

online purchases from companies and private persons, including second hand items. 

 

Rows  

1 Clothes including sports clothing, shoes or 
accessories 

2 Sports goods 

3 Furniture, home accessories or gardening products 

4 Medicine or dietary supplements but not including medical prescriptions 

5 Computers, tablets, mobile phones or associated accessories 

6 Electronic equipment (incl. cameras, TV‐sets, stereos, household appliances) 

7 Childrens toys or childcare items (e.g. nappies,bottles, baby strollers) 

8 Music as CD's, vinyls etc. 

9 Films or series as DVD, Blu‐ray etc. 

10 Printed books, magazines or newspapers 

11 Ready made food delivered from restaurants, fast food chains or catering delivery services. 

12 Food or drinks from shops or from meal‐kit providers 

13 Cosmetics, beauty or wellness products 

14 Cleaning products or personal hygiene products 
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such as toothbrushes or washing detergents 

15 Bicycles, mopeds, cars or other vehicles or spare parts 

16 Another good not listed above 

17 No option selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 

 

Only answer this question if E2 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months and If E3 in (1-16). Do not ask if E3 = 17 

E4 From which of the following locations did you buy or order goods or services from? 

Note: Code all that apply 

Read out each answer and ask Yes or No 

Select all that apply 

 National sellers from the Republic of Ireland 

 Sellers from other EU countries 

 Sellers from the rest of the world 

 I cannot say where the seller was from 
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Only answer this question if E3 in (1-16) 

D4  

Were any of the goods you have purchased in the last 3 months purchased from a private individual rather than a 

business, for example by using websites like eBay or Facebook Marketplace? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if E2 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months 

D5     Did you buy any of the following via a website or app for private use in the last 3 months? 

Rows  

1 Music as a streaming service or downloads 

2 Films or series as a streaming service or downloads 

3 eBooks, online magazines or online newspapers 

4 Games online or as downloads for smartphones, 
tablets, computers or consoles 

5 Computer or other software as downloads (including upgrades) 

6 Apps related to health or fitness (excluding free 
apps) 

7 Other apps e.g. related to learning languages, travelling, weather (excluding free apps) 

8 Tickets for sports events 

9 Tickets for cultural or other events (cinema, concerts, fairs, etc.) 

10 Subscriptions to the internet or mobile phone connections 

11 Subscriptions to electricity, water or heating supply, waste disposal or similar services 
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12 Household services e.g. cleaning, babysitting, repair work, gardening 

13 No option selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 

Only answer this question if D5 = 12 only 

D7 

Did you buy any of the mentioned household services via a web‐site or app from private persons (e.g. on Facebook 

Marketplace)? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if E2 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months 

B8 

In the last 3 months, have you used a website or app to rent or arrange for private use any of the following 

accommodation, travel or other types of services? 

Rows  

1 A hotel, home, holiday home or room from a commercial accommodation provider 

2 A home, holiday home or room from a private individual for example using AIRBNB 

3 Transport such as a flight, train, bus or taxi from a commercial transport provider 

4 Transport such as a car pool arrangement or lift from a private person using for example apps like 
UBER (excluding commercial taxi services) 

5 Other services from a private individual 

6 No booking activities selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 
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Only answer this question if E2 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes 

E6      Approximately how many times did you order or buy goods or services over the internet in the last 3 months? 

Running prompt 

 1 or 2 times 

 3 to 5 times 

 6 to 10 times 

 Greater than 10 times 

Only answer this question if E2 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months and if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and 
Direct= Yes  

E7  

How much do you estimate you have spent buying or ordering goods or services over the internet in the last 3 

months? 

Running prompt 

 Less than 50 euro 

 50 to less than 100 euro 

 100 to less than 300 euro 

 300 to less than 500 euro 

 500 to less than 700 euro 

 700 to less than 1000 euro 

 1000 euro or more 
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Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 

to continue) and if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes 

E8 

In the last 3 months, which of the following financial activities have you carried out over the internet for private 

purposes? 

Rows  

1 Purchasing insurance policies, including policies offered as a package together with another service 
(e.g. travel insurance together with a plane ticket) 

2 Arranging loans, mortgages or other credit products 

3 Buying or selling shares, bonds or other investments products 

4 No financial activities selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 

  

Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months or 2 Between 3 months and a year ago) 

And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue) 

 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes 

 

P1 

In the last 12 months did you contact or interact with public authorities or public services over the internet for 

PRIVATE PURPOSES for any of the following reasons? 

 

Rows  

1 Obtaining information from websites or 'apps 

2 Downloading/printing official forms 

3 Submitting completed forms online 

4 No interactions selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 

 

 
Only answer this question if WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes and IF P1 does not contain Yes to 

submitting forms online. P1 ne 3 

P2 

You have indicated that you didn't complete or submit forms to public authorities. Can I check, was that because of 

any of the following reasons: 
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Rows  

1 I did not have to submit official forms at all 

2 There was no such online service available 

3 A lack of skills or knowledge (e.g. did not know how to use the website or it was too complicated to 
use) 

4 Concerns about protection and security of personal data 

5 Another person did it on my behalf (e.g. consultant, tax adviser, relative or family member) 

6 There was a different reason not mentioned so far 

Columns  

1 Yes 

 

Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 

to continue) 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes 

F1         In the last 3 months, have you carried out any of the following security related activities? 

Rows  

1 Taken time to read through privacy statements before providing personal information 

2 Restricted information about your geographical location for privacy 

3 Limited access to your profile or content on social networking sites 

4 Refused the use of your personal information for advertising purposes 

5 Checked the security of a website address before providing any personal information 

6 Requested access, correction or deletion of information about yourself that is held by websites 
or internet search engines 

7 Set up or used anti tracking software to restrict access to your internet use 

8 No activity selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 

Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 
to continue) WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

F2 Did you know that cookies can be used to trace movements of people on the internet, to make a profile of 

each user and service them tailored advertisements? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 
to continue) 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

F3 

Have you ever changed the settings in your internet browser to prevent or limit the amount of cookies put on your 

computer? 

Blaise: Allow DK/RF 

 Yes 

 No 

 

Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 

to continue) 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

F4 

In the last 3 months, which of the following identification procedures have you used to access online services such 

as banking, public websites or ordering goods or services? 

Rows  

1 Logging in with a username and password 

2 Social media logon for other services 

3 Using a security token 

4 Using an electronic identification certificate or card and card reader combination 

5 Entered a code sent to you mobile phone by regular text (SMS) 

6 Used a once only PIN code provided by a disposable card or scratch card 

7 Another validation procedure not mentioned above 

8 None selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 
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Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) 
And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 to continue) 

 
WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  
 

F5       Do you use a smartphone for private purposes? 

 Yes 

 No 

Only answer this question if F5 Contains Any 1 Yes 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes 

F6          Does your smartphone have any of the following kinds of security software? 

Rows  

1 Automatically installed or provided antivirus, antispam or firewalls 

2 Manually installed or subscribed antivirus, antispam or firewalls 

3 No antivirus, antispam or firewall that I am aware of 

4 I don't know 

5 No answer selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 

 

Only answer this question if F5 Contains Any 1 Yes  

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes 

F7  

Have you ever lost information, documents, pictures or other kind of data on your smartphone as a result of a virus 

or other hostile type of program? 

 Yes 

 No 

 I don't know 
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Only answer this question if F5 Contains Any 1 Yes 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

F8  

When using or installing an application or an app on your smartphone, have you restricted or refused access to your 

personal data, for example your location or your contact list? 

Running prompt 

 Yes 

 No 

 I did not know it was possible 

 I do not use apps (applications) 

 

Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 

to continue) 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

Z1 

Have you used any of the following internet‐connected home devices or systems for private purposes in the last 3 

months? 

Rows  

1 Internet connected thermostats, lights, plugin devices or utility meters such as gas or water 

2 Internet connected alarm system, smoke detectors, security cameras or door locking 
systems 

3 Robot vacuums or hoovers, fridges, cookers or coffee machines 

4 Virtual assistants such as Alexa, Google home, Siri, Cortana or Bixby 

5 None selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 
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Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 

to continue) 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes 

Z3       Have you used the internet on any of the following devices in your home for private purposes? 

Rows  

1 An internet‐connected Smart TV 

2 An internet‐connected game console or eBook or media player 

3 An internet‐connected home audio system, smart speakers 

4 None selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 

 

Only answer this question if (A1 Contains Any 1 Within the last 3 months) And (ICT_Intro2 Contains Any 1 Press 1 

to continue) 

WAVE = 5 and CATI = Yes and Direct= Yes  

Z4           Have you used any of the following internet‐connected personal devices for private purposes? 

Rows  

1 A smart watch, a fitness band, connected goggles or headsets, safety trackers, internet‐connected 
accessories, internet‐connected clothes or shoes 

2 Internet‐connected devices for monitoring blood pressure, sugar level, body weight or health and 
medical care 

3 Toys connected to the internet, such as robot toys including educational toys, or dolls 

4 A car with built‐in wireless internet connection 

5 None selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 

 

Only answer this question if  Z1 = 5 and Z3 = 4 and Z4 = 5 

Z2 

You have indicated that you don't use any of these internet connected devices listed. Can I check, is this because of 

any of the following reasons: 
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Rows  

1 I didn't know such devices or systems existed 

2 I had no need to use any of the devices 

3 I'm concerned about my privacy and data being protected if I use these devices 

4 I have concerns about the security in general of these devices 

5 I have concerns about safety as the device or system could become harmful for other people or 
objects 

6 I'm not sure how to get these devices working 

7 The cost of these devices is too high 

8 These devices are not compatible with other devices I use 

9 None selected by respondent 

Columns  

1 Yes 
 

 


